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-- ABSTRACT
"" Problems related to an unmanned exploration of the planet Mars
_ by means of an autonomous roving planetary vehicle have been investigated.,s
: These problems include: design, construction arid evaluation of the vehicle
.- itself and its control at_doperating systems. More specifically, vehicle
_ configuration, dynamics, control, propulsion, hazard detection systems,
"_ terrain sensing and modeling, obstacle detection concepts path se]ection,
i decision-makJng systems, and chemical _'alyses of samples have been studied.
' Although earlier work along these lines had been focused on a
vehic]e which would house, transport aud service scientific equipment for
on-site analysis, more recent work has been directed to a vehicle capable
of gathering specimens and data for an Augmented Viking Mission or to pro-
vide the basis for a Sample Return Mission.
' The following tasks have been under active study: design, con-
"" struction and testing of a dynamic vehic]e, (weight exclusive of scientif-
ic payload of 150-200 pounds); mathematical modeling and experimental
measurement of the vehicle dynamics; propulsion and deployment systems;
.. electro-mechanical control systems; telemetry systems to permit autonomous
off-board control; collapsibility concepts and hardware; design, construe-
"- tion and evaluation of double-hoop toroidal wheels; design and evaluation
• of a triangulation-based hazard detection system; obstacle perception by
ao
edge enhancement techniques; terrain modeling based on gradients; obstacle
_. classification; path selection systems simulations and evaluations; gas
i chromatograph systems design concepts; experimental gas chromatograph sepa-
;- ration measurements; and gas chromatograph model developmeuts.
i These tasks and other subtasks are defined in detail and the
.. progress which has been achieved during the period July I, 1974 to
June 30, 1975 is summarized.
i The educational impact of this project for the year has been '
assessed. A detailed report on the educatiou implications of this NASA
project at Rensselaer over the past eight years is included as Appendix A.
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. Analysis and Design of a Capsule I_ndln_ System
;- and Surface Vehicle Control Sxstem for _rs Exploration
_; I. Introduction
:- Current national goals in space exploration include a detailed study and
i examination of the planet Mars. The effectiveness of _rs exploration missions
would be enhanced according to the extent to which the investigative devices which
are landed are mobile, to the range of their mobility, and to the ability to control
: _ _ their motion. In order to achieve basic mission objectives, and beyond that, to
maximize the return on the con_nitment of resources to the mission, formidable technl-
_ cal problems must be resolved. The major factor contributing to these problems is
the round trip cormnunications time delay between martian and earth control stations
wl'leh varies from a minimum of about 9 minutes to a maximum of 25 minutes. This time
de Lay imposes stringent requirements on the vehicle, on its control and con_unicatlou
systems and on those systems included on board to make the scientific measurements,
in terms of their ability to function autonomously, lhese systems must be able to
, ' operate with a high degree of reliability and must be capable of calling for earth
control under appropriate circumstances.
• A number of importa..t problems originating with these factors and relating
directly the basic mission objectives of an unmanned exploration of Mars have been
and are currently being investigated by a faculty-student project team at Rensselaer
. Polytechnic Institute with the support of NASA Grant NGL 33-018-091.
In addition to the technical objectives, the project is intended to involve
: students in meaningful design and problem-solving activities and by so doing to en-
"" hance their formal education in the area of design.
i This progress report describes the tasks which have been undertaken and
i. documents the progress which has been achieved in the interval July I, 1974 to
June 30, 1975 in addition to appraising the educational implications of the project.
, o
II. Overview of the Project
! For a number of years, the thrust of the project was derived from the
ob !ective of autonomous roving laboratory capable of a range of at least I000 kilo-
meters and a minimum operational life of one year. More speciflcally,Rensselaer's] goal was to conceive, design and evaluate a roving vehicle concept together with
_- the necessary hazard detection and control systems which could house, protect,
service and transport the scientiflc instruments required to gain the desired bio- i
_" logical, chemical and geological data.
#
However, the Viking project experience has cast considerable doubt on the
feasibility of a sophisticated roving laboratory for purposes of a thorough unmannedexploration of Mars. This is not to say that the Viking project will not meet the
prime mission objectives but rather to suggest that the far higher level goals anti-
cipated for subsequent rover missions may well be met far better by alternative
I strategies.
The basic problem orglnates with the extreme difficulty of miniaturizing 1
scientific instruments and apparatus and of building in the minimal level of adapt- iability required to deal with unforeseen or unanticipated situations, i
, t!
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Two strategies which appear to have significant potential have been identi-
fied: (a) a series of Viking-type landers each of which would contain specialized
equipment for a particular set of scientific studies but none of which would attempt
to house all of the equipment required for a thorough exploration, and (b) sampl_
return missions which would bring back specimens to earth for detailed analysis in
earth laboratories. At this time, the preference of the scientific community appears
to be a sample return mission which has the advantage of using the very superior
capabilities of earth-based laboratories for martian samples analysis.
However, for either of these strategies to be viable, it has been concluded
that some kind of a roving vehicle capable of gathering samples and returning, them to
the stationary lander will be required. Although the minimum capabilities of such a
sample gathering rover have not been established an estimate of the range can bc
made. The size of the two sigma landing site footprint is of the order of 100 x 200
kilometers. Furthermore the areas considered attractive by scientists after analysis
of the _hariner Orbiter Missions are too dangerous for landing either of a Viking-type
of lander or a sample return vehicle. Thus it would appear that a sampleogathering
rover capable of a 300 kilometer radial displacement would be required. Depending on
the nature of the terrain between the landing site and the sample procurement loca-
tions, the displacement distance between these two, the capabilities of the rover
and the effectiveness of hazard detection and path selection systems, the total dis-
tance to be traversed could be as high as 1500 to 2500 kilometers.
Given this overall situation, the thrust of the project was redirected in
January of 1975 with the concurrence of the Office of Planetary Studies and the Jet
Propulsion Lab towards the conception, design and evaluation of a mini-rover capable
of augmenting Viking-type lander missions or enabling a sample return mission. The
redirection of the project ks more a matter of emphasis than of substance since the
basic goals remain to develop a vehicle of exceptional mobility and reliability
together with the hazard detection and path selection systems required for autonomous
roving. A sample gathering mission imposes stringent requirements on a vehicle in
terms of its ability to negotiate hazardous terrain, its maneuverability in avoiding
truly hazardous situations, its hazard detection systems and its path selection
decision making system.
Since January 1975 the major emphasis has been directed to tasks relating
directly to a vehicle designed for a sample and data gathering mission. Beyond
this emphasis, work has continued in the area of gas chromatographic systems analysis
and design. The following major tasks have becn under study:
A. Vehicle Confi_urat.ion_ Control, Dyuamics_ Systems and Propulsion
The objective of this task is to coucelvc, design and evaluate
: a roving vehicle for data and _unple gathering during an unmanned
exploration of Mars. Included are the aspects of vehicle con-
figuration, collapsibility for launch configuration, deployment,
dynamics, and motion and attitude control. One goal is to
develop a vehicle concept capable of operating within the con-
straints of a _t_rsmission involving an augmented Viking or a
• sample return vehicle and of adapting to changes iu the mission
_J_ as a result of the information gathered during the exploration.
The second goal is to construct a rover which can serve as a test
i bed for the evaluation of hazard detection and avoidance systems.
I _. B. Hazard Detection Sys_te.ms. The objective of this task is toI couceivc, develop, construct and evaluate a s ort range (0.5 to
f "- 2.5 meter) hazard detection system to provide data for an on-
board path selection decision making system.
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_ C. Path Selection S)[stems. The objeet_.ve of this task is the
•_ simulation and evaluation of path selection systems wlth parti-
cular emphasis on the development of path selection algorithms.
This task is also responsible for providing guidance for the
_ design of hazard detection hardware,
D. Obstacle Detection and Terrain Modeling. I%Is task is concerned
with the problem el detecting obstacles and modeling terrain for
"" the purpose of path selection.
E. Chemical Analysis of Specimens. A major objective of martian surface
• exploration will be to obtain chemical, biochemical or biological
information. Many experiments proposed for the mission require a
general duty, gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer system for chemical
analysis. The objective of this task is to generate fundamental
data and concepts required to optimize this chemical analysis system.
The project milestones for the past year and as planned for the period
"" July I, 1975 to June 30, 1976 are shown in Figure I.
•- III. Statuary of Results
"i Task A. Vehicle Configuration, Cpntrol_ B_,namlcs_ Systems and Propulsion
This broad task has been subdivided into the following subtasks: experi-
mental and analytical studies of vehicle dynarlics; detailed design of structural
eo_,onentc; design of deplo)_neat hardware; motor drive and mechanical transmission
"" details; development of a deployment procedure; detailed wheel design and construc-
tion; on-board controls for steering, motor drive for levellzlng, fleplo)xne_ttand
emergency manetr_ers; radio link for remote operation; and remote control station
-_ and transmitter design.
' A i. Vehicle Dynamics!
On the basis of observed dynamical behavior of the vehicle d_zrlng
extensive field testing, a review of dampening a]ternatlves was
i undertaken. A two-dimensional, two-degree of freedom dynamic
model was used to select parameters for rotational dampening of
the rear struts. The vehicle dynamical response has been much
,_ _ improved by the addition of rotational dampers.
Following extensive field testing during the summer and early
fall of 1974, the vehicle was disas,_cmbled avd the components
were examined for wcar and failure Indicatzons. It was determinedthat design changes in the front end and torsion bar assembly were
_ deslrablc. These changes have been implemented. Sensors have also
been mounted such that the orientation of all major structuralm mbers will be known relative to tl:epayload box. The data provided
by these sensors in concert with the attitude tyro data will provide
tmambigious vehicle state parameters to the remote controller. Alaboratory obstacle course h_,sbeen constructed and can be used to
evaluate the vehicle's ability to _,,egotlate special terrain features
and the validity of the structt, ral component position sensors.
ill
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I Early hopes that rear wheel drive would suffice were unsupported
'" by field testing. Analysis of the vehicle mobility indicated
that a subsLantial advantage could be gained with front wheel
drive. Front wheel drive was added and its advantages in increas-
.'. lag the vehicle's _obility in difficult terrains was demonstrated.
A.3. Wheel Design and Testing
The toroidal wheel, which had been redesigned during the previous
year to increase lateral stiffness was further modified to de-
crease the footprint pressure and to Increase_ its traction relative
to irregular st,traces. A double-hoop toroldal wheel meeting de-
sign objectlve, was constructed but has not yet been field tested
on the vehicle.
A.4. Telemetry Svste_ and Vehicle Electronics
Three tasks were l;ursued during the past year. Vehicle electronic
systems were updnt J and modified to achieve desired operational
charactei'ist-ics. ; contcol sy.';temfor four-wheel drive was de-
signed and impleme_ J. '11_emost significant effort was in the
'" design and construction ot a data link to be interfaced ultLmately
to a computer for autonomous vehicle roving.
.. A 50 Kbit/sec te]emetry link from the vehicle to the controller
receiver h_s been constructed, instal]ed on tilevehicle and rested.
At the presunt time, this link transmits the strut sensor, steering
.. angle, motor speed, latch and attitude gyro data to the off-board
receiver for display, lq_is link wi)l bc able to handle the hazard
detection system data required for hazard avoidance decisions by a
computer.
The original manual control box was modified to pedmit more elite-
tire remote control by an observex. This system is required for
the extensive field testing program planned prior to autonomous
roving studies.
So_e of the software required for autonomous roving has been
developt,d. CRT display of the front, side and top view of the
vehicle including its pitch and roll is one of the software _b]ec-
tires.
Task B. Hazard _tectton Sy_ems
With the new objective of achieving a minimal level of attton_ous
r_lng by April 3976, the effort was directed to a short range
(0.5 - 3.0 meter) hazard detection _yst_. A c_cept employing a
_ solid state laser and a solid state detector aud using triangula-
tion was constructed and _emonstrated to be feasible as a detector
I _ o{ hazards to be avoided.
i
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_, Task C. Path Selection Systems SimulaLiou_ Development and Evaluation
-- Two potential path selection systems received In-depth slmulat*,<_
: and evaluation. _[he Mid-Range System which employs two or t,_,
"" body-flxed scanners has indicated real potential for the de',ct4_n
of positive obstacles. The Short Range System (I.0 to 2.0 meter_
' range) has demonstrated an a_ility to detect crater.= providing
•, therefore means for avoiding negatlve obstacles. Although it is
not now planned to implement either of these concepts directly,
the knowledge gained will aid the implementation of the hazard
.. detection concept developed under Ta=k B. Modellng of the latter
concept has been initiated alon,;wlt_ more detailed terrain simula-
tion capabilities so as to pc: t _ full scale evaluation of this
concept as a potential hazard detection system.
/ask D. Obstaclu Detection and Terrain Model_n_
• •
This task deals witi, the proble,a_ of obstacle detection, terrain
modeling, and scanning schemes for data acquisition.
D.l.a. Obstacle Detection and Picture Enhancing
The Four Directional Ratio Algorithm developed previously was
"" _ble to detect only the tops of boulders and the leading edges of
craters. A new algoritl.a t_aklng use of a Kalman Filter has been
developed which not only detects the tops of boulders and le.ding
•- edges of craters but also the bottom edges of boulders and the
far edges of craters.
"- b.l.b. Minicomputer Slraulation of Obstacle EdE,c Dctection Systems
A computer program has been developed for use with a graphics
• . t ertainal minicoatprter to simulate and display the output of obstacle
edge detection systems. The program allows the investigator to
perceive visually the effr,cts of da_a density and accuracy, obstacle
shape and !ocatlon on the identification of obstacles by edge detec-
tlon and to adjust parameters readily. Ak
:. D.2. Obstacle _nd Terrain Feature Clas_iflcation
: ; The probleta of identifying the mloimum number of terrain parameters
' _. required to deduce the passabllity or impassability of terrains has
: been examined. It l_ concluded that at least four parameters and
three inequality condition_, which must be met simultaneously are
' ]_ required. These results will be valuable input to the groups working
- on hazard detection hardware alter_tative and path selection algorithms.
D.3. Terrain Model in?
A two-dlmenslone, spllne function procedure has been developed for
E the modeling on terrain using xaage and pointing angle data such asmy be provided by a laser scannlug system. The modeling procedure
!
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m fits low order two dimensional polynomials to two adjacent terrain
elements and provides a basis for minimizing discontinuities in
"" height and slope at the common boundary. Once the first two terrain
ele_ents are modeled, a third adjacent element can be modeled with°
out change in the parameters describing the first two elements. This
.. process can now be extended to any number of terrain elements and
ultimately yields gradient information to be ,J,_cdin a path selection
'" algorithm. This terrain modeling procedure is intended to complement
.. th_ obstacle detection concepts, Task C.l.a.
: "" D.4._. Measurement Scannin_ Concepts
Three alternative conccpts have been cot_sidered: (a) Terrain and
•. Zoom Scan, (b) Obstacle Scan and (c) Corridor Scan. The number of
data points required for each method have b_en determined and the
length of time required asst_ing oT1_milllseco,,d per measurement has
_. been estlmated. The relationship between vehicle v_-locity, max_mL_r,
scanning rat,geand time for data acquisition h_s be_n s_udicd. It
-. appears that the time for data acquisitio_l can vary from about 6 to
15 seconds assuming a one millisecond data acquisition interval. At
"" high vehicle speeds of the order of 1 meter/second, _ scan range of
30 or so meters may be required for a timely detection of hazards.
At low speeds of O.1 _eter/second, the scan ran_:ea_d concomitant
.- data requir_ments can bL. red,,eed significantly without exposi_g the
vehicle to hazardou._ slt.aLiOns.
"" V.4.b. Laser Ranseflnder Errors
The implications of sprcadiI_ of the laser bean and of the res,lting
;. reflections being se_ised by a detector as possessiL_g different tim_.s
of flight and therefore dilferellt ra_igeshave been ilwestlEated. It
"" is shown that for a laser mounted 3 meters above the ground that the
;. optimtL_ laser aperture at the 30 meter range is 0.78 centimeters.
For this set of parameters, the racge error duo to beam spreading on
.. a horizontal terrain is 6.27 cm. A!thou_h this error is predictable
for a lew,t terrain and could conceivably be corrected, the fact that
a rover would e_counter terrains of all possible orientation excludes
this simple correction.
i
Yask E. Chemlc_l Analysis of Specimens
L E.I. Chromatograph System_ Characteristics
T" These studies ar# intended to provide chromatograph design _echnlques
:_ _ and guides using slmulat£on models currently under development.Specific studies include: (I) development o_ a generalized slmula_lon
procedure; (2) detet_ninatlon of the ef£ect of design parameters upon
the degree of separation; and (3) characterization of realistic s_mpleinjection pulses. The simulation p_ocedure t_eats a maximum of five
components ann uses actual sample sizes, currier gas flow rates, and
-, r real time so results can be related to r_al systems. A method for
& quickly predicting degt'ee of separation was developed by usi_tg a
Causslan-type approximation to the chromatograms. Input pulse data
I
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I were cbtained on the experimental test lac_lity. First andsecond tlme moments were correlated to provide a iT_eans of predict-
ing gross characteristics of such pulses.
•° E.2. Chromatograph Simulat_ion DeveloFment
Models developed previously to explain nonlinear composition-
;. dependent effects appear too complicated to be solved efficiently
by numerical methods. A simpler model involving the nonlinear
• Langmuir isotherm was derived and was solved nt_aerically by the
.. Crank-Nicolsen algorithm. This model represented well a chromatogram
of n-hept .re on :nz'omosorb C-!02 previously si_.,ulated poorly by the
linear model because of much tailJng in the data. The numerical pro-
cedure was inefficient, requiring 25 re 60 minutes of IB,_! 360/67 time
• " to fit a set of chromatographic data, so future work will involve
development of a more practical n_.-aerical procedure.
• o
IV. Educational Implications
As noted earlier, one of the objectives of the project is to involve
engineering studgnts in meaningful design and problera-solving activities enhancing,
therefore, their overall education. Over the past year, this project has been
successful in attracting many students over and above those attracted by fina_cial
support. Thc_e students, who participate o_ the project i,_ this fashion, not only
Rain acadc_aic credit but also shaxe ih the challenge and the stimulation o£fcrcd
by the program. This past year is no exception with a total Jt 37 students _ctively
involved in the project, only 12 of whom received sonLe financial support. Of this
total, tx;o were doctoral level, twelve were master's level and twenty-three were
undergraduate level stu.lents.
The students' reactions regarding the educational value continue to _,e
very positive as evidenced by the n_,ber of new students attracted each year. The
f culty appraisal of value is also very high. The project pro" ides a unique learn-
ing experience in at, academic setting for a nu_ber of reasons. _._ese and o_her
aspects of the educational impact are di_cussed in detail in Appendix A.
First, alt of the problL_as addressed by the students are relevant and
significant. The student realizes that the problr_ faust be solved wi=hin the con-
straints tha_ apply ant not within artificial constraints which would make the
solution relatively straightforward. Faculty attitudes and guidance are very im-
portant in this regard as are those of the technical monitors from Jet Propuision
laboratory whose role is described below.
Second, the project is sc organized and administered as to create a mean-
lngful industrial clle_-te. The students are aware of the short _nd long-term techni-
cal objectives and of their role in the project. The problem of interfacing their
-¢
task with those tasks on which It imping_'s b:comes painfully clear, they reaiize
ths: interf_cing with other tasks is Just as crucial a constraint as are the dirc-.t
technical objectives. The students are expected to plan their task, to formulate a
milestone schedule and to achieve their stated objectives. Even though the students
tend to be overly optimistic, they lear,: from this experience how to go about plan-
ning and executing their assignments. The students are reqt',ired to _ake periodic i
"" progress reports and to prepare such progress and _echnical reports as are n, cessary.All in all, the students are xperiencing the resp_nszbilities of practicing engineers. 1! I
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_Iird, progress review meetings involving the project technical monitors
i ,, from JPL and invited guests are held at approximately ten_week intervals. These ro-e
i view meetings are one of the most vital aspects of the project both from the techni-
"'• cal and educational points of view. StudenLs make presentations of progress to the
,_ group of monitors, guests, faculty and the uther participating students. The progress
is reviewed critically by all participants with appropriate co_rments and discussion|.
-- These meetings develop the student's ability to prepare his materials, including
visual aids and demonstrations, to deliver his presentation and to react to questions
, "" and suggestions. The monitors and guests frequently provide additional information,
. knowledge and guidance which promotes the progress of the work. 1_neprogress review
meetings are of considerable value in maintaining steadyand coordinated progress.
In st_ary, the project has contributed _ubstantiaIly to t e education of
" engineering students and the professional growth of faculty interested in advanced
.. study in the area of desi[ i.
V. Detailed S,:_arJes of Progress
2 -_ Task A. Vehicle Confi_uratlon_ Control, Dynamics, Systems and Propulsion
•" The objectives of this task are two-fold: (a) to design,construct and
evaluate a data a1_d sample gatheri_g rover to augment a second generation Viking
lander or to enable a sample return mission for an extensive Mars exploration, and
.. (b) to provide a test bed for the evaluation of alternative hazard detectio_ and
path selection systems for an unmanned autonomous rover.
Towards the accomplishment of these objectives, this group has addressed
the following areas: vehicle dynamics, vehicle structure and propulsion, wheel
:. design, and telemetry and control systems. These efforts are described i: more
detail below.
a J
Task A.I. Experimental and An_l_tical Studies of Vehicle DTnamics - P. Marlno
Faculty Advisor: Prof. G. N. 5alldor
The objective was to analyze the vehicle's dynamic behavior and modify
the vehicle's suspension so as to improve stability and reduce shock on the payload.
A two degree of freedom mode] of the vehicle's dynamics was developed and
,. was used to choose appropriate rotational dampers for the rear wheel struts, Figures |
'_ 2 and 3. These dampers have non-linear characteristics, and a mathematical model
"" of the dampers was incorporated into the dynamic analysis program. It was found that
the dampers must be geared to the rear torsion bar in such a way as to reduce the
torque load on the dmnpers and increase their rotational velocity. A chain _rlve
,. reduction was chosen because of light weight, high torque capability, and relative
immunity to dust and foreign particles. A ratio of 6 to 1 was chosen and an appro-
_" priate chain drive installed, l_laddition to implementation of rotary dampers, it
._ |:_. was found that a slightly stiffer torsion bar would improve the vehicle's dynamle
i behavior. A suitable torsion bar was designed, fabricated and installed on thei, vehicle model. Future work Includes dytlamic testing of the improved vehicle model soas to verify _he mathematical model and analysis.
I Task A.2. Vehicle Structure - J. Harrison and B. Musits
Faculty Advisor: Prof. G. N., Sander\
I This task involvcd: redesign of the front end of the vehlcle to overcome
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"" structural defects and weakness observed during the field testing; implementation
_ ,, of front wheel drive; implementation of strut sensors to provide vehicle configura-
: tion data; latch sensors to insure locking of members on com.pletion of deplo_aent;
-- redesign of the torsion bar system and payload box; and construction of a laboratory
obstacle course.
Jt
Front End Structural Revisions
-_ Field testing of t|m vehicle and subsequent examination of
components indicated that a number of structural improvements
, to strengthen the components were required. These have been
.. made and results to date are satisfactory. The ability of the
; front end to withstand shock has been increased substantially:
; . Front Wheel Drive
Field testing indicated that the anticipated obstacle negotia-
.. ting capability of a vehicle relying solely on powered rear
wheels did not materialize. Analytical studies indicated that
a significant improvement in step ci£mbing ability could be ex-
pected with the addition of front wheel drive, Figure 4. A
"" front wheel drive system was designed, constructed and implemented.
Preliminary testing indicates ti_at front wheel d_ive will add sub-
stantially to the vehicle's ability to negotiate potentially
hazardous terrain situations. The vehicle's ability to overcome
step obstacles depends not only on the torque _'pplied to the wheels
but also the tractiou between the wheel and the terrain. The new
wheels described under Task A.3 are expected to provide a sub-
stantial increase in performance beyond that shown in Figure Zl.
The addition of front wheel drive has also resulted in an improved
"" reliability of the deployment maneuver.
Strut Sensors
• °
Successful autonc_nous roving requires not only an effective
hazard detection system but also l-nowledge of the state of the
:" vehicle such as pitch and roll. For example, a terrain feature
which may be entirely negotiable if the vehicle is essentially on
a horizonLal plane may be a severe hazard if the vehicle is climb-
.. Ing a 15° slope. In order to provide the necessary velHcle "state"
data, sensors which can detect the orientation of the rear aud
front struts relative to the payload have been installed along with
sensors detecting the inclination of the front axle as well as the
steering angle. Arrangements have been made, Task A.5, to trans-
mit the sensor data to the remo_e control station.
,,"_;J! Latch Sensors
_ The launch couflguration requires the unfolding, extension and
_" latching of both the rear and front struts Four latch sensors,
one for each rear wheel strut and two for the front strut were
i [" installed. Arrangements have been made to transmit the signal that
the latches have been driven home.
!
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"" Torsion Bar and Payload Box Design
The torsion bar and gearbox were redesigned to eliminate
-- observed structural weaknesses and to permit modification of
i the payload box. The previous design, Figure 5, can be com-
"" pared with the current design, Figure 6. Not only has the
torsion bar gearbox and assembly been improved structually but
its reduction in size has increased the payload volume available
• for necessary on-board systems and reduced the payload weight by
40Z.
Laboratory _ostacle Course
Although field testing is the ultimate test site which can re-
flect the realities to be overcome by the vehicle, it does not
provide the quantitative data required for an in-depth appraisal
of the vehicle's capabilities. Such an appraisal can lead to
design changes which can result in significant improvements iP
vehicle performance. To this end, a laboratory obstacle course
has been constructed. This system, Figure 7, is very flexible
and provides the project group with the ability to create special
•" terrain features according to the indicated needs. The present
course which measures some eight feet by sixteen feet can be ex-
tended without difficulty.
Task A.3. Wheel and Grouser Analysis and Design - P. Rarlno
A.3.a. Wheel Tester and Grouser Design
The objective was to find an optimum tread for use on the RPI MRV
" vehicle model while examining grouser beh'avior in general.
Last year's tread design, while yielding good traction, proved to lack
• durability. A more durable tread material, commercially available for
use on conveyor belts, was tested and chosen for use on the vehicle model.
This tread material was applied to the stlff-rim type wheels in use last !_
.. year and yielded satisfactory results. Current changes in wheel design
at this time required a wrap-around type tread with reasonable backing
stiffness to be used on a soft-rlm design wheel. A search was then con-
ducted for suitable tread material. The best readily available grouser
"" was found to be the outside rim of an all-terraln-vehlcle type motorcycle
tire. One of these tires was obtained and modified for use on the new
soft-rim type wheel. Future work includes testing of this new type grouser
on the RPI wheel tester to determine its effectiveness on varied surfaces.
@
i A.3.b. Wheel Analysis
The objective was to analyze the existing RPI MRV model wheels and decrease
[_ footprint pressure while maintaining lateral stability and increasing trac-ti n.
In an effort to reduce footprint pressure a change to a soft-rlm designwas investigated, Figure 8. I was found that a split ho p design combined
with a soft rim yields adequate lateral stability, low footprint pressure, _||
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and high load capacity before overloading of tl_ wheel hoops. This
. new design incorporates an inner split hoop and an outer grouser material.
The soft outer hoop yields under low load and causes a large tread area in
-- contact with the ground and thereby a low footprint pressure. Under higher
loads, the outer hoop contacts the stiffer inner supporting steel and theII
"the stiffer springs carry the additional load. In this way, the wheel
._ combines two desirable characteristics: a low footprint pressure, and the
ability to handle high loads due to the inner hoops, Figure 9.
oJ
The new wheel design offers a distinct advavtage in the negotiation of
" hazardous terrain in that its softness well provide a better grippage and
: .. increased traction over the past steel rim wheel, (see Task A.2 Four
Wheel Drive). It is hoped that step climbing ability will far exceed
" predictions for the stiff wheel.
Future work includes optimization of the design in terms of hoop stiffness,
number of hoops, and spring hoop arrangement.
A.3.c. I_tail Wheel Design and Construction
The objective was to combine the wheel structure and available grouser
"" material and construct wheels for the RPI _V vehicle model.
The new double hoop wheel design has beer,combined with the tire-type
grousers and a new type wheel has been constructed. Plans include test-
ing of this cot,_pletedwheel and construct3on of four such wheels for us_:
• on the l_rl_v vehicle model.
Task A.4. Telemetry Systems and Vehicle Elect_onlc_ - T. Barran, J. Cooley,
K. Fell, T. t.eis, T. Knsura, R, Richter, R. Pfeiffer
Faculty Advisors: Profs. G. N. Sandor and D. Cl_ser
Attention this year was focussed in three major areas" (a) update and
modifications of the vehicle electronics, (b) implementation of front wheel drive,
power and control systems, and (c) the construction o_ a data link trom the vehicle
to an off-board cow,purer.
Modifications to Existing ._:ystem
A new control system, found to be necessary during the testing of the
previous summer, was designed and built this year. This control box,
Figure 10, facilitates more rapid commands to the vehicle and a more
effective human-machine interface titan thc previous design and hence more
precise control of the vehicle. The control box is adaptable to inter-
face with an offboard minicomputer to allow control of the entire system
when under closed loop control.
8_j_ Modifications were also made to the onboard vehicle electronics. A :
problem encountered during previous vehicle testing consisting of an t
overload in the steering drive circuitry was corrected by changing r
; the function of steering motor control relays. Voltage fluctuations
| in the vehicle electronics power supply were found to be the cause of
t _ "creep" in the rear motor" drives and variations in motor speed. To!
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I
s" minimize these fluctuations, a commercial power supply, capable of
i supplying I amp at both plus and minus fifteen volts with an input of
twelve volts, was used instead of the unit built previously, willch had
.. been operating a,.near maximum ratings. This new power supp._1-,is work-
lag at about I/3 capacity, allowing for a great deal of expavsion while
"" still maintaining well regulated output voltages.
Adoption of the mini rover concept this year necessitated the capability
• . of much lower vehicle speeds in order to accommodate thc laser hazard
detection system, Task B, as opposed to the laser rangeflnder system,
"" ;ask V.l. To obtain these slower speeds, _he motor drive circuitry was
modified by adding gain to the feedback stage to allow the drlvc motorsi •
to turn more slowly.
Other modifications included a sensor to inform the vehicle electronics
"" when the vehicle was in the "flipped" condition. This data was necessary
to invert the differential action on th(-rear wheels to allow the vehicle
to be driven in this mode. Hast control clrcuitr _as added to allow a
•. mast to be raised and lowered by remote control.
Front Wheel Drive
b -
Electronic control for front wheel drive was Impleme:_ted this year as a
simple parallel or scrles connection over the main drive batteries. The
.. parallel connection provided full power to the front wheels ahile _he
series connection provided a differcntlal action to allow steering over
large angles. This system provided adequate mobility but also ._howed
that a four wheel speed contzol system would be desirable in terms of
power consumption, precise speed control and steering at a standstill.
Under consideration at this time is a four wheel speed control system
that will achieve these benefits as wLll as have a fourfold increase in
-- the accuracy of each wheel's speed as a function of steering a._gle. This
new system is _cheduled to be implemented by the middle of this stmvaer.
" Vehic_.e to Offboard Computer Data l.ink
T_te maJ:. objective this year was to send informatiou concerning the
state _,f the vehicle to an offboard computer. This is intended as a
parti,l implementation of Phase II zhown in Figure II. Phase 111 which
represe,_Ls a fully autonomous, closed loop control of the rover is
scheduled for implementation by _t_,rch 1976.
_ Located on the vehicle are four latch sensors to verify the deployment
I of the vehicle, four tachometers to monitor the speed of each whe_l, seven
_" potentlometers to measure the positions of the front axle, emergency
maneuver motor, steering angle, elevation of the fi'ont and rea_ struts,
'. deflections in the torsion bar, and a gyroscope to monitor the pitch androll of the vehicle, Figure 12.
Each sensor is sampled, cc _erte'l into a 12 bit dlgi_al word, and pre- !sented with the latch sensor data to a digital multiplexor which _elects i
this vehicle data or the data from any hazard detection system mounted on
i the vehicle. The multiplexor is capable of taking this vehicle data or
ihazard detection data any any desired "duty cycle '_ or having a "hazard
detector override", i
, i
!
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A dig!tsl "word" is constructed which consists of a start bit, an
• o
address which locates the data word's origin to the hazard detector
or the sensors, and if from the sensors, which one. The data is then
put in serial form, followed by an error correcting code, four st_p
" bits and one framing bit, Figure 13. The error correcting code is a
con_ination of a five bit Hamming code and one parity bit. This code
makes it possible to correct any single error and detect any multiple
error. The system is currently sending 500 words per secona and is
capable of sending much more, if necessary.
The receiver unit, Figure 14, located at the computer, recognizes the
start bit as the first zero received, and starts to count off the rest
of the word changing it from serial to parallel. The start bit is
verified to insure that the receiver didn't trigger on a noise pulse
and finally, the four stop bits are verified to insure the first zero
was indeed the start bit. If all is correct, the word is stripped of
start and stop bits, any single errors are corrected (words with multiple
.. errors are aborted), the word is fed into a register and a "data ready"
pulse is created for the computer to use.
.. The lowpower telemetry transmitter uses direct carrier frequency shift
keying in the V}_ band, Figure 15. It is physically small and designed
to handle at least 50 kilobits per second. It consists of two stages,
a high frequency voltage controlled oscillator, fed by the serial digital
data which drives a lower power output stage.
The receiver is _ commercial unit chosen for its high overall bandwidth,
Figure 16. It consists of a radio frequency amplifier, oscillator-mixer
stage, and intermediate frequency amplifier section with an overall band-
widtl, of four megahertz. An FSK, Travis type detector was designed to
derive the data from the received signal. Variations in carrier frequency
are interpreted as digital symbols allowing the detector to be qu_te in-
sensitive to amplitude variatious and noise.
A display was built to show the data from the vehicle that samples the
data at the computer interface. It displays at all times the state of
the latches on light emitting diodes. In addition, the o_erator can
select sny sensor on the vehicle and w_tch the transmitted information
from that sensoy on a digital readout.
Also this year, preJiminary work was done on a computer program which
will use the info_nation from the vehicle to create a graphical display
of the state of the vehicle. This would show top, front, and side views,
i as well as the roll and pitch on the CRT display, Figure 17. This will
"" assist operation of the vehicle from the computer.
T
1
i" Task B. Hazard Detection Systems - S. Cairns and D. Holly
Faculty Advisor: Prof. D. Gisser
i h The Mars Roving Vehicle must be capable of operating autonomously over
T-
varied terrain foc extended periods, although a reasonable number of (automatic)
_tops with requests for human assistance are to be expected. Optimum operationwould include continuous scanning of the terrain in the general direction of motion
in order to select a "best" path and iultiate avoidance m neuvers early. Syst ms
IE |
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of this sort were planned during the past several years, and they require a range_- finding ensor with range resolution of a f w centimcrs (__ 5 cm) at ranges to
30 meters, appropriate angular resolutlon, and scanning capability. Such range-
- finders can be built using pulsed laser sources, multiplier phototube detectors,
i ; and optical systems with an aperture of 5 to I0 cm. Implementation of such rangers
_" with solid state detectors is just about possible theoretically and should become
.. feasible in practice with advances in both laser and detector technology. 27.ewide
,_ aperture required, and the necessity for a mechanical scanning arrangement makes
•- the outlook for a system with the relatively short scan time required, somewhat
dubious. Such a system, however, is still considered a long term possibility
;" (Task D) and improvements in electro-optlcal materials may make a solid state scan-
!! ning system feasible.
: The short term objective has changed. Instead of a precise + 5 cm, long
range 3-30 meters, time-of-fllght system, whose basic purpose is to supply detailed
terrain data in quantity, the current objective is to impelement a short range,
(0.5- 2.5 meters) low resolution, triangulation system whose basic purpose is to
supply the vehicle with information of the go-no-go variety. As a minimum, it is
:. expected that both boulders and holes larger than some preset threshold can be
detected with this arrangement. It is also possible that laser scanning and multiple
; detectors may provide rather detailed information regarding the terrain In the
_ immediate vicinity of the vehicle.
. .
Principles of Operation
• .
The system is basically a reflected light detection arrangement,
consisting of a light source with a relatively narrow beam angle
' directed at the terrain at a point of interest about one meter
in front of a wheel. A llght detector with a somewhat larger
beam angle is located at a point as far as is practicable from
the source, as shown in Figure 18. Reflections from the ground,
"" with dr without small variations in level, are received continu-
ally and are considered nomnal. Any very sudden drop off or
barrier, however, will result in no reflections within the
acceptance angle of the detector, as shown in Figure 18. This
system for the detection of obstacles and drop offs is not new,
but in actual use for a similar purpose as a mobility ai_ for
the blind•
Implementation b
A continuous source of light with high enough efficiency for
T high output with low power requirements is not available, but
!. the injection laser can be pulsed to a very high output for a
short time, making its average power drain quite low. It has
the additional advantage of producing its light output from a
ii very small area and over a small bandwidth, permitting a simpleoptical system to produc._ a narrcw beam. R%e emission is around
9000 A, in the near infra red, a wavelength where semi-conductor
[2 detectors are qulte sensltlve and most minerals have reasonablynigh reflectlvlties. The transmitter circuit is shown in
Figure 19. Operating from a supply source of 15 volts, it uses
a total o[ 150 milliwatts to produce about five hundred 150cane-second light pulses per second. It is packaged in a box
approximately 14 x I0 x 9 cm, supported by an adjustable ball
l
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T and socket mount. The lens is 8.75 mm in diamter and has a
_- - focal length of 35 mm. Notice that thcre is an internal dc
to dc converter to charg_ the storage capacitors to about 80
-- volts.
ab
The receiver circuit _s shown in Figure 20. It consists of
.. a 25 mm diameter lens with 21 ,,_ focal length focusing light
i _ on a 5D PIN photodiode, followed by a two stage low noise
• - wide band preamplifier operating from a nine volt battery.
The total power drain is 32.5 row. The receiver box is about
I0 x 7 x 5 cm. which is also ball and socket mounted for easy
,. adjustment. The output feeds an amplifier and pulse stretcher,
shown in Figure 21. Its output will be eventually rectified,
• _ and the absence of a signal used to indicate the presence of
an obstacle or hole. For experimental work, however, it is
"" very convenient to have an audible indication of reflections
so the circuit shown in Figure 22 is used. Strong reflections
produce a continuous audio tone. Marginally weak reflections
• - produce an intermittent, raspy tone, and no reflections, no
tone.
"" Discussion
: The system has been shown to detect obstacles easily and drop-
.- offs of about one third meter at about a two meter range with
a one meter baseline, although echoes are weak from some very
dark materlals. Work is progressinj on more carefully defin-
.. Ing the receiver beamwldth needed and in ccnsiderlng the
relatlve advantages of several configurations of several de-
tectors and sources in order to better protect thr vehicle.
Task C. Path Selection System Simulation I Development and Evaluation -
D. Matthews, D. Sharp, V. Campbe11, J. KraJeweskl
• Faculty Advisor: Prof. V. K. Frederick
An autonomous Mars Rovins Vehicle must detect and avoid obstacles on its
i. way to some predetermined target. This task is aimed at the development and evalua-
tion of sensing and avoidance schemes using a digital computer simulation. In the
_ past year, progress has been made in the development and evaluation of both mid-
I range and short-range path selection systems. Improvements have also been made on
"" the computer simulation package; improvements which will make the package a more
effectiv_ design tool for the new project goals.
i
• . A mid-range path selection system with two and three beams fixed on the
vehicle has been developed and tested, tMiform and non-unlform aximuth scans have
been employed and encouraging results with positive obstacles have been obtained.In addition, a short-range system has evolved from a asi terrain modeling system
with simple go/no-go conditions into a more sophisticated path evaluation scheme
with memory capability. Further, the short range system has demonstrated its abilityto avoid craters, improvements have been made in the broup's digital simulation,
Includin_ modifications in the display of output so that results are more easily
read and interpreted. The terrain generation and vehicle dynamics s£muiation are
i being improved so that the evaluation of the newly proposed triangulation hazarddetecti_ system will be easier and more realistic. Work is also underway to
!
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j sL_ulate the new sen_or so that the triangulation scheme can be included in the
! m digital simulation and a_ appropriate path evaluation algorltI_, can be developed
for the vehicle.
i "" C.3.a. Development of a Mid-Range Path Selection System
The objective of thls subtask is to investigate the feasibility of a
: .. vehicle-fixed terrain scanning concept for mid-range path selection
purposes. An optimal sensor _nfiguration and path selection method may
* -- then be determined for this type of sensing system.
'" Analysis of a single beam sensing syst_l, Ref. I, has suggested refine-
ments which have been incorporated in succeeding multi-beam systems.
:_ Both double and triple beam systems have been proposed and evaluated.
.. The most recently evaluated system is an advanced, three beam system
which employs nonuniformly spaced azimuth scans.
.. The general multi-beam system is described below and the results of
the evaluation of the double beam version are briefly discussed. The
. advanced three beam system is then described and discussed in detail.
"" Multi-beam System Description
In general, a path selection system must sense the terrain, model the
-. terrain using data from the sensor, and using the terrain mode], select
a path. Described below are the three distinct subsystems that perform
these functions: the sensor, the terrain modeller, and the path selec-
tion algorithm.
Sensor Systems - The computer will simulate up to four sensors,
.. mounted on a vertical mast which is fixed to the front of the
vehicle. One can specify the ntnnber of sensors to be used and
tneir heights on the mast. Each sensor scans in a plane per-
I pendicular to the mast, making twenty-nine range measurements.
The azimuths at which measurements are made are also specified
. by the user and can be uniformly or nonuniformly spaced. Note
that this sensing scheme works for positive obstacles only
i. (i.e. those obstacles which orotrude above the ground). For a
negative obstacle, an ideal sensor is simulated which senses
i the obstacle after the vehicle bumps into it.
m_
Terrain Modeller - Taking the twenty-nlne range measurements
_t
from the sensor, the terrain modeller generates a go/no-go
• map for fifteen possible forward paths. This is done by com-
paring the range measurements with a computed set of thresholds,
I" which take into account the vehicle width and a specified
L buffer zone.
I Path Selection Algorithm - There are two modes of operationfor the algorithm. In normal operation, the algorithm sets
the vehicle on the most direct, acceptable path to target.
I When all possible fifteen forward paths are blocked, theemergency mode Is implemented. First, the vehicle is backed _
I
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T up in a straight line. Then a new sensor scan is made and
i the most direct, acceptable path to target is again taken, .....
excluding the seven forward paths which would again lead the
-- vehicle across unsafe terrain. _e emergency mode can also
employ a memory capability at the user's option. If memory
"_ is used, a preferred side is chosen after taking a new sensor
scan. This choice is made by summing the ranges on eaah side
of the vehicle and selecting the side whose sum is largest.
For a specified number of subsequent scans, the terrain
modeller blocks paths on the unpreferred slde.
Double Beam System Evaluation
The multl-beammid-range system was first investigated using two sensors
mounted on the mast at heights of 0.5 meters and 1.5 meters above the
ground. This system was evaluated using the standazd testing procedures
described in Ref. 2, namely,
i
Case I 2x2 meter boulder encounters P;on fiat base terrain
Case II 2/3 x 2/3 meter boulder encounters
on flat base terrain
/
Case III Gently rolling terrain
Case IV Rolling incline
Case V Boulder-crater field of moderate
complexity
Each case was simulated in the absence of no_se and with the addle , :f " _
attitude and range noise. Comblna_-lons of range and attitude no " _ _
also si_l,ulated. '_
During the simulatlo_, the obstacle avoidance b-{i rs w_ ,'ekept t 0.5
meters for the lower sensor and 1.0 meters for tLe u_-_e, ._en_or hal: : P _
i buffer on the lower sensor resulted in a lower .c. _icivi_y t_ "itud_ n¢ _e _'
"" and prevented the vehicle from overreacting to _l,-l"boulders, v •iv ng _t_i_
the higher sensor a larger buffer, the vehiLl_ had ...., h tim- . : .,_' : L -_'_
_" avoidance maneuvers around larger obstacles ave" ' ,_ innece._ary back:t,s. '_
• =
•, As indicated in Fig. 23, the system ,_as capab' of avoiding obstacle._,of
|- a size comparable to the size of _hc vehicl, _ut as the size _r _,.,
!. boulder decreased, the system h,:I difficu.'_ _ _.Ing th. I _ _ for avold-
ante maneuvers to be convevlently employ_ '. 2 .:ly,the system lost
sight of the obstacle between successive beam sho_s £_,4_catlng a need for _ ate:
decreased azimuth differences. Thl_ :_cro_ ._.d_ imuth difference was i--
cluded in the three beam sy_t_:m, ',:L_c_ is dcscz_beJ later i
I As a result of wandering noted op ro_ _in8 and inclined terrain, the thrc_. _Id ./i_on the lower sensor-was reduced, a a nonut..iformlyspaced ez'_m,'_ dlff.,r_ _
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i "" was used. The configuration which was implemented is shown in Fig. 24.
.. Since the azimuth differences decrease towards the front of the vehicle,
the vehicle was not able to turn as sharply as before. But with de-
.. creased azimuth differences at the front of the vehicle, it was thought
that the vehicle might not have to turn sharply since the vehicle could
start avoidance maneuvers well in advance of any obstacles. 2%7opossible
alternative approaches were proposed for better vehicle performance on
turns. One possible approach would be to slow the vehicle down when a
•. sharp turn is required. Alternatively, one could increase the n_nber of
beam shots per scan and the number of possible paths. To avoid undue
complication in the path selection algorithm, the former proposal was
•. imp lemented.
Three-beam Mid-range System
As recommended by the two-beam study, another sensor was added at 1.0
meter, allowing for a lo:_erthreshold on the lower sensor, Ref. 3 and 4.
Also, the nonuniform scanning scheme was carried over fray the two beam
system to increase the information known about the terrain in front of
the vehicle. As indicated in Fig. 24, azimuth spacings were decreased
towards the front of tilevehicle.
It was noted that the three beam sensor system, with decreased thresholds
on the lowest sensor and nonuniform scanning, wandered less than its simple
two beam predecessor, as evidenced by compariug Fig. 25 with Fig. 26. It
was found that on hilly and inclined terrain, the target was reached with
a minimu_n of wandering about, but that there were a n_nber of unnecessary
backups required for small bou]ders on flat terrain, lqaere appears to be
a trade-off between performance with single boulder encounters and perform-
ance on au incline. Decreasing the thresholds for reduced wandering on
incliues led to unnecessa1_y backups with single boulder encounters. It is
recommended that the thresholds be determined by vehicle attitude. In-
creasing the thresholds with a smaller in-path slope could lead to fewer
backups on small boulders in flat terr_,in. As vehicle attltudo increases,
thresholds can be decreased so that the vehicle will not wander and will
head directly for the target.
Simt,latlon results on complicated boulocr-crater fields, Fig. 27 and
Fig. 28, show the trade-off that was made. Note that improved performance
on the sloping terrain has resulted in numerous backups and a path whose
i figure of merle is low due to the lower thresholds necessary to prevent
• wandering on an incline. Further, the low figure of merit resulted from
the mid-range system's inability to detect negative obstacles.
a-
6a
C.3.b. Short Range System
L The objective of this subtask is to simulate a path selection systemhaving sensing capabilities limited to a range of three mcters, Ret. 5. !
It is hoped that the simulations run in this investigation will be i
sufficient to decide if the short range system can be used as:
iI) a primary guidance system,I 2) a guida, ce subsystem used with a midrange/ subsyst - to detect small positive obstacles and
' , 3) a backup guidance system.
l LI
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Fig. 27.Advanced, Three Beam System on a Complex Boulder-
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Note that th_ sensor described below is a conceptual configuration
l only and i t" not, intended to indicate the need ior a specific hardware _-
design,
I As in the rMd-r,.':'_e the selection consists of
case. path syst_ a
sensor, a terrain modeller, and a pa&h selection algorithm. Each is
described b.-.low.
,, Sensor - The sensor, analogous to a blind man with a cane,
consists of two proximity detectors mounted at the end of
-" an alln _ctached to the vehicle. A p_.cture of the system
is sho,znin Fig. 29. The ann sweeps from side to side andem
takes measurements Yn the forward and downward directions.
._ Forward measurements were used to protect the arm by retract-
ing it. Under normal operating conditions, the arm is two
•" meters long, but it can be retracted to one meter if necessary.
'/ The downbcam measurements provide readings of the height of the
terrain at the cad of the arm relative to the height of the
.. vehicle. This Jnformatjon is used in the terrain modeller.
Terrain Modeller - The terrain modeller makes use of three
._ucccssive sweeps of tlm vehicle's amn to fit the terrain
._ in ,ach of the possible vehicle paths to a height function" which i, ,:::adratic n the orizontal and vert cal dixtances
.. from the v_ilicle. Each path, illustrated in Fig. 30, is then
evaluated by a path selection algorithm.
.. '',' ', c," k_ ."]x.orithm - The short rauge system takes the
;: .cect "_ ,, -rgt,t which meets all of the following criteria:
lj the in-path slope does not exceed the vehicle's
(.77,, -_bility to traverse it.
2) 'he _r_._:"-path slope does not exceed the maximum
.... Isle at which slippage is bound to occur.
,_ ._he change in both cross-path an,1 iu-path slope
'_ .. "is such that the vehicle will not be hung up or
:"" "ill no_ "b>ttt_n out'i "• : 4) there at( no positive obstacles in the way, as_m
found fro_ the forward proximity sensor.
.: _lmt ation Results
•. t_relim_,,ary tenting was run on the algorithm, following the standard
, testt.g procedure that was previously mentioned. Single boulder and single
,:.&_ ¢ crater runs were made, - t_ en..ouragtng results. In Fig. 31, we see that
r the proxlml=y s _sor s _fully avoided a positive obstacle using the
:ZI i_rv-rd ,roxlmlty _l a',d the arm's capability to retract. Although
_i _ there as some wandt :.,.,obstacle avoidance proceeded nicely and the target
m was reacb-d
/|
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i ., A single crater encounter was simulated which resulted in this group's
_ first success ul negative obstacle avoidance Maneuver. The simulation
_" is shown in Fig. 32. --
I.
: One further feature of the system's path selection algorithm is the
•, memory capability. Conceptually, information from the successive scans
is stored so that when all paths are blocked, the vehicle can return to
"" a previous decision point and find a new path to target. This concept
is illustrated in Fig. 33. On scan 3, the vehicle decided to take ai •
path around the boulder but later on scan 6 found itself in impassable
. terrain. The vehicle can then return to the decision point and circum-
vent the boulder by going around the opposite side. An actual simulation
"" of this capability occurs in an early run of the algorithm, in Fig. 34.
The vehicle found itself proceeding into the crater, having erroneously
selected a path towards tllecrater from a previous scan. At the position
_. ma;ked X, the vehicle models the terrain and discovers that this path
would not be passable. Finally, the vehicle uses its memory, capability,
returns to tlledecision point and moves around to the target. While the
.. capabilities of the algorithm have not been fully tested, these initial
tqsults demonstrate that the short range concept warrants further study,
refinement, and simplification.
.
Gene.a i Conc Iusions
•. In viewing the work done to date. certain conclusions of a general nature
can be made which should be applicable to sensing schemes other than the
• particular ones studied. Work done on the mid-range path selection system
: has led to studies of sensor placcm_ent, threshold distances, nonuniform
scanniug, and the effect of vehicle speed on the vehicle's turning ability.
Vehicle memory has proven to be helpful when the vehicle is confronted with
an emergency situation. Some general conclusions may also be dra_m con-
earning the terrain modelling schemes that the Path Selection Systems Group
has employed to date.
: In the mid-range _ystem (a system which detects positive obstacles on the
order of ten meters away), one, two and three beam systems have been studied.
; On multiple beam sensing systems, the lower beams employ a lower threshold
than the upper beams since small rolls and pitches can cause the lower beam.
to sense an obstacle when there are none. Also, the upper beams require |
; longer thresholds so that obstacle aw_idance of large_ obstacles can begin
with enough time for the obstacle to be successfully avoided without neces-
'" sitating emergency backup maneuvers,
!" While the two beam system was being tested, it was found to have difficulty
_. avoiding boulders which were smaller than the vehicle, but big enough to ,
block vehicle passage. These boulders tended to be missed by the sensors
because it was between the aximuth scans. Hence the scans were concentratedtow rds a more limit d fi ld of view, but most of the obstacles with which
the vehicle must concern itself tend to be in front of the vehicle. Im-
proved path selection performance resulted from these nonuniformly spaced
azimuth scans.
After centering the scans twoard tilefront of the vehicle, the v.-hicle was
I found to be unable to turn as sharply as was previously the case. The
- reason for this was that the paths to be selected were also centered towards
the front of the vehicle. Two possible solutions were proposed for increas-
I ing the vehicle's ability to turn. First, the beam shots per scan could be
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" Increased, thus Increasing the number of paths available to the vehicle.
Alternatively, vehicle speed could be reduced in the turn, making a
wider range of paths "available to the vehicle. The latter proposal was
implemented since it did not complicate the path selection algorithm.
_i When all paths to the vehicle are blocked, the emergency mode of the
path selection algorithm is activated. The vehicle must remember where
i! the obstacle is or it may tend to bump into the obstacle repeatedly.
-o Hangups of this sort were avoided using "chicle memory to block off paths
which would again lead the vehicle towards the obstacle. This kind of
; algorithm is necessary in virtually any emergency mode operation of the
i: path selection algorithm. Another possibility, especially with a short-
range type of system, is to return to a previous decision point, a point
where one path was chosen over another due to better target proximity.
The alternative path can then be explored, decreasing tllechances that
i : the vehicle will be boxed in.
In modelling the terrain in front of the vehicle, computing tbe in-path
' . slope from the height of the vehicle and the height of the short range
sensor leads to an erroneous model of the actual terrain. That is, it
assumes that the terrain is uniformly sloped between the sensor at a
_. known arm length away, and the vehicle. Algorithms which employed this
type of modelling performed poorly. An approach which led to the detec-
tion of a negative obstacle was to model the terrain using three previous
sensor scans. A quadratic fitting algorithm was then used, and the cross-
path and in-path slopes were then approximated. Although this algorithm
has not been completely tested, preliminary testing indicates that negative
obstacle avoidance is possible.
In light of the slower speeds and reduced terrain size of the new mlni-
rover concept, more realistic terrain representations and vehicle dynamics
simulations have been formulated. These improvements are being incorporated
in the simulation package.
The triangulation sensor proposed under Task B is being modelled and will
be simulated so that appropriate path selection systems based upon this
concept can be simulated and design alternatives studied. This work will
[ provide direct support for the ongoing vehicle and sensor hardware work
, |. during the coming academic year.
b
_ _ Documentation of the simulation program wlll continue to receive a con-
i _ siderable amount of effort in order to improve its effectiveness.
iL tTask D. Obstacle Detection and Terrain Modeling
:L_ _ Investigations continued in the areas of obstacle detection by edge per-
ception, computer graphtc'evaluatlon of edge detection procedures, terrain modeling,
. range measuremcnt scanning concepts, laser range finder errors and obstacle
classification. Summry progress reports covering each of these topics follow
i below.
I
!
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I Task D.l.a. Obstacle Detection - Ranjan Sonalk_rFaculty Advisor: Prof. C. N. Shen \
The objective of this task is to develop a practical and reliable obstacle
detection scheme which will make of the matrix obtained
use range by a
laser rangeflnder. The range measurements may contain errors of anywhere
between ± 5 cm to _ I0 cm. The Four Directional Ratio (FDR) algorithm
developed last year has been documented in Ref. 6. The algorithm takesadvantage of the fact that a significant change in the range readings occurs
as the laser crosses the obstacle edges. For example, as the laser crosses
_ the top edge of a boulder (positive obstacle) or the near edge of a crater
i! (negative obstacle), the measured range increases suddenly and the FDR_
identifies these edges by detecting the corresponding bange changes. H_w-
Ii ever, tho bottom edge of a b>ulder and the far edge of a crater, constitute
[j changes in slopes and not ranges. _he change in range caused by the change
in slope,ls then too small to be detected by the FDR algorithm. However,
complete characterization of the obstacle is necessary for the rover to
_! successfully negotiate the path towards its destination. Therefore, it wasdeemed necessary that the FDR algoritlun be improved or a new one designed,
i which will fulfill the requirements.
I [i The new algorithm that is proposed and is an adaptation of the Rapid Estlma-tion Scheme (RES) described in Refs. 9 and I0 is documented in efs. 7 and 8.
i! Outline of the Scheme
: The range measurements contain errors, presumably of known statistics. There-Z fore, th are not xact and cannot be ully relied upon. Also,
_' the slope changes at the edges of obstacles have small effects on the range
• measurements and the effects are of the order of magnitude of the errors.
! These difficulties suggest the use of some kind of a reliable probabilistic
mechanism to detect the edges, which will also be able to dlstinulsh between
the measurement errors and the changes of slopes at obstacle edges.
Lj The scheme processes each column of the range matrix to determine whether
an edge intersects it, Fig. 35. Each column is processed upwards, element
i_ by element and three consecutive elements are considered simultaneously.Three hypotheses are defined as follows:
_ Edge exists between stage i and i+l
I:
_2: Edge exists between stage i+l and I+2
_3: Edge, if any, exists after stage i+2
The three hypotheses are represented by the 3 branches of a decision tree,Fig. 36. Decision theory is mployed to determine the correct hypothesis,
which is equivalent to determining the position of an edge in a column.
i Three different estimates obtained to the threerange
are according hypotheses.
The estimate which matches the measured range best and is within the specified
I \
!
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I error statistics shouid belong to the correct hypothesis. ]
l)ecJsion Rule Mechanics
If branch 1, Fig. 36, is found to give the best fit to the data, then it
is chosen which implies that the edge occurs between stages i and i+l in
ii the colt_nn under consideration. Another decision tree is then initiatedat stage i+3 to start reaching for the next edge, if any. If branch l
cannot be chosen, then it is rejected and the next observation is processed.
,-_ At this next stage, previous hypothesis 2 (branch 2) becomes the new hypo-
lj (branch i) a new hypothesis (branch 2) is generated at stagethesis 1 and 2
i+3. This process is repeated till the end of the column is reached, i
li To work out the details of the scheme, the following two things are neces-
sary.
I "i I) Estimates of ranges and slopes conditioned on the three!_ hypotheses at each stage of observation.
t'; 2) A decision rule which will determine the correct hypothesis
i [_i after having obtained tile estimates.Examining Fig. 37 it is obvious that the horizontal components of the edges
[j (top and front edges of boulders) will be detected while processing columns.
• However, the vertical components of the edges (side edges of boulders) call
be determined only if we process rows also, in the same way as columns.
! Therefore, a similar analysis is performed on the rows, Fig. 38.
L
Model Definition
I! The rangeflnder scans allarea in front of it by varying azimuth and the
elevation angles to obtain an (mx I.) range matrix which has the s_bme noise
_ in it due to the errors in measureme,;t, Eq. (i), Fig. 35. The noise is[J assumed to be zero mean, Gausslan wi'_ a standard deviation r_'. In Eq. (I)
Zij is the noise contamlnatcd =.easurement.
"Zt'# b _ ....
s I
I Model Alon_ a Coltmm ",,
i Even though the adJace_t rows and columns are related due to their proximity,
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I they be considered of each other, andmy independent The range (d i )
the changes in the ranges (gl) are defined to be the states of the system
for each element of a slngle column. For a fairly gradual terrain gl will
be slowly varying, if not constant. With "i" _he variable index alongthe length of any column, the system equation can be written as follows:
I_ Xi+l = Fi_( + Wi + BUK_iK i = I, m (3)
I'i i ii 01where Xi = , F i = ; B = , the quantity uK is
_ gi 0 fl I
the change in gK which will occur at the bottom edge of a boulder or the
T far edge of a crater. The Kronecker delta _IK _,nphaslzesthe fact that
[! the change occurs at the edge at stage K. The quantity fl which is the
ratio of g to gi depends on the variation of g along _he terrain and ii Ìfl _ I if the col_ is processed upward, i.e. with increasing ange on a
may set equal to unity as an approximation. N{ is aflat terrain. It be
" noise vector representing the roughness of the terrain and the inexictness
of the model.
!. On a flat terrain, the range, d i , will steadily increase, Fig. 56 and gi
is almost constant. As the range readings cross the bottom edge, d i will
not increase as much so that there will be a sudden decrease in gi" This]
[ is the abrupt change, i.e. Jump in gl to be detected. The sudden-lncrease
in di which occurs at the top edge of a boulder or the near edge of a crater
can be modelled as two consecutive Ju_nps of opposite signs in gA and g_+l
i Fig. 37. Eq. (2) along a column reduces to the followlng
! Zi+ 1 = _' _" +
"i+l v'i+l (4)
l
where the error _'i+l has the statistics, _ ('_i+l) = 0 and ._-"(_i _'J) =
i O_ _ iJ. The matrix - = ',I Oisincc only range measurements are obtaincd.
I Hodel Alonz a Row
" O_ly the horlzontal components of the obstacle edge shown in Fig. 35 will
be detected when columns are processed separately. The vertical components
will be detected only if the r_as are processed too. The vertical componentsin a roe cause changes only in the ranges, hence it is unnecessary to estlmate
the range differences, and only a one-dlmensicmal state is defln-4.
dj+ I = dj + _;j = _K e JK J = l,n 15)
LLK is the change that occurs at the vertical component of an edge in any
roe. The covarlance q is given some value after experimentation.
htimatlon of d_ and R4 in a Column
I If there are no obstacles in the path. the term 3K in Eqg. (3) a_d (5) iS
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I is zero and Kalman Filter viii give good estln_tes of the states.
Occurrence of an edge viii change dK or gK suddenly and Y_ rill not
then be opti_l. In such case, an estlr_ate of the change conditioned onthe three hypotheses defined earlier will have to be calculated.
ii Input Estln_tes
For the two dimensional case, Eqs. (3) and (4) show that ui will appear
in zi+ 2 but not in z i or zl+ I. Therefore, a second residue is defined as
ii follo_s:
A
and a sult_ole performance index may be defined and minimized to show that
Iil, , ri+2 Is the best estlmate °£ui'^
ul" ri+2" (7)
f "
I [: Similarly ul+ I = ._ _ ,,.-" (8)' c- Z _i+3
i,
_: Nev state estlr_ates are obtained by augmenting the K._ estimates, ._y the
input estimates obtair,ed above
i,
L
Xli+ I - E(X i+I/H i ) = Xl+ I + BuI
• X2£+2 - E(X i+2/II 2 = X I+2 + Bul+l (9)
[ vhere _i+l and "_I+2 are KF estlmates.
i Top Edges of Bo.ul.d.ers and Front EdKes of Craters
i The parameters B and u i in Eq. (3) arc defined to model the changes _n Sldirectly, _hlch occur due to slope changes in the terratn. 14owever, the
top edges of boulders and front eases o£ craters cause large changes £n the
ranges "di" themselves. ^ Jump c_ di+ l to d;+2 in Fig. 37 can be equivalently
I... Iodelled as t_ao consecutive changes of opposite polarity, i.e. g_ to g _ +I
and g.t _._ to g... _.. These Jumps. are alvaya large as. coIpared to the Ill
Jumps caused by t_ slope varlatlo_s. 1_erefore, u_+l is also calculated if
Oi IS found to be large. The prog.am ose8 2 meters as the threshold value,which, if exceeded by ui, £ndlcates the occurence of • range Jump.
lJayes decisio_ _ule, Ref. I1, is used to determ! te which of the three hypotheses
U 18 uost likely to be correct. The complete det .£Ls are describec: in Refs. 7and 8.
-11
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I _c horizontal co_ponent of the edge detected in a column is denoted bythe s)_bol "x", the vertical component of the edge detected while moving
along a roa is denoted by "0" and their cverlaps by "x" as in Figs. 39-44.
,, Results
-- Figs. 39-44 give the outlines of boulders and craters at different _is-
_ tances, with the scan concentrated around the obstacles. Host of the
"" bottom edges of the boulder_, and some of the . _r edges of the craters are
obtained. The vertical components of the edges denoted by zeros in the
i figures for the craters give an idea of the extent of the craters, as ti
"- opposed to only the front edge obtained by th _ _DR.
Larger increments in the distances, a" greater ranges, cause the bottc_
.. edge to be detected more clearly for the boulder at 3Om than at IO m.
Conclusions
By th!s method of added coLnplcxtty, more info_mLion has been extracted
from the range matrix. 1_e FDR computer program requlrcd 3 seconds to
process the range matrix and obtain the incomplete edge vh.lc the proposed
RES method requires 6 seconds to obtain a more complete outli_e, on the
IBM 360/67 computer. A choice or a compromise will have to be made depend-
ing on (a) time between scans, (b) available computatlonsl capacity on the
rover, (3) satisfaction el requirements, etc.
Task D.l.b. Minicomputer Simulation of Obstacle Edge Detcction Systems -
J. Sher and D. Jacobs
Facu!ty Advisor: Prof. C. N. Sben
t
i The objective of this task was to develop a simulation of the laser range
finder data of multiple obstacles on a minicomputer and _o display visually
the application o£ the methods of perceiving the hazard by the edge detcctlctt
i methods. This extevds prior work which was directed to detection of a single
! hemi_pherica! boulder, Ref. 12.
__nge c_l_u la t tyr,
Figure 45 shows _he para=etezs ot the laser scanning range. _:e laser ran&e
finder is mounted on a mast, d meters above the ground. An mr-board computer
will control the dlr¢ctlon of the beam, varying the elevation angl_, i_ ,
and the azlmu_h angle, _ , _n order to form a searching area on the ground
in front of the Rover. The total azimuth and elevation angle ranges are
each divided Into 25 equal increments. Starting at the minimum azimuth angle
L and at the minimum elevation angle, the range data is det_rmlned _or that setof angular coordinates. The elevation angle i_ _o_ increased by one _ncrement,
and the range_at_ is determln_d aga;n. When the range data has been deterr_iued
for all of the elevation angles at the minimum azlanu_h an_le, the a_imuthangle i_ increased by one Ivcrcment and the above procedure is repe ted. The
range data is stored in matrix fops, where each element of the matrix repre-
i senta the spherical coordinates of that point.
The value of the -ange data for each pair of coordinates is equal to the
distance along the laser beam to where the lase_ beam impinges on the obsolete.
!
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Fig. 39. Outline o_ a Hemisphertcal Boulder
o£ One Meter at a Range of Ten Meters
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I ,
To find this distance, the height of the laser beam, starting at a minimum
Ii distance along the laser beam, is compared to the height of the obstacleat this point. If the difference between these heights is less than a
given tolerance value, the length of the laser beam is calculated. If the
li difference is greater than the tolerance, the distance along the laserbeam is increased by a given increment value. The above procedure is re-
peated until the difference is within the tolerance value, or until the
sign of the difference changes. A sign change indicates that the obstacle
ii present one previous to the increment.
is between the coordinates and the
• A bisection search is now used to converge in on the obstacle - laser beam
intersection point.
! Figures 46 and 47 show this searching scheme. Points a, b, c, etc. show
the projection of the laser beam as it increments out toward the obstacle.
il Due to the long execution time of the minicomputer, the searching range was
L. shortened from the minimum and maximum Y values of the laser to the minimum
and maximum Y values around the obstacle, as shown in Figure 48.
[
' To simulate the occurence of noise, as would be found in the actual system,
a range data matrix corrupted by noise is calculated. An algorithm des-
cribed by Ref. 13 has been applied re generate a gaussian distribution of
I random nmmbers, which is then added to the range data matrix.
r
i Edge Enhancement
[: In order to determine the coordinates of an obstacle from the range data
i that has been corrupted with noise, the edge of the obstacle is calculated] using the normalized Laplacian algorithm, Ref. 14. This consists of com-
L. paring an element in the corrupted range data matrix with the surrounding
elements. The obslacle edge will be located at the coordinates where there
_ is a large change in the value of an element in the rage data matrix. This
L; sharp change of values is shown up using the following equation:
i ai.l,j + ai+l, j +ai,J-I + si,j+ I - 4al, j
" U
ni,j ai.l, j + ai+l, j +ai,J-1 + ai,j+ 1
ii where ai, j is an element Of the range data. When the value of the magnitude
L of the Laplacian is greater than a given threshold value, the obstacle edge !is located at those coordinates. A matrix is now formed that indicates at ]
what location the edge is at. i
t
i Graphic Display i
The IDIIOM (Information Displays, Incorporated, Input-Out Machine) providesan interactive graphic display system. The parameters are displayed and the
top view of the rover, obstacles, and searching area are displayed shoeing
the relationships at these parameters. The program can be _nterrupted by
pointing the light pen at an area of the screen designated for the specificaction to be taken. For example, a parameter can be changed by pointing
the light pen at the area of the screen that has the value o£ the parameter
K displayed. This vii1 cause a message to be printed on the typewriterterminal telling how to enter th n w value for the parameter.
I
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q. Results of the Simulation ?
I,
Figure 49 illustrates the layout of the obstacles used in the simulation, i
The obstacles Include a pyrmn_d, a boulder, and a crater.
_ The first simulation places the pyramid at (1.2, 17), according to the
coordinate system in Figure 49. The boulder is at (-I, 20), and the crater
_ at (0, 13). The height of the pyramid and the radius of the boulder are
i._ all 1 meter, the radius of the crater is 1.5 meters. The laser is placed
at the origin with a height of d = 2 meters. The total azimuth angle is
[ 15 degrees, assuming that (@min) and (Omax) have the same magnitudes. The
_: vertical scan covers the region between I0 meters and 50 meters fr_n the
_rover, corresponding to (Bmin) = 2.3 degrees and (Bmax) = 11.3 degrees.
Simulation results from the IBM 360/67 are shown in Figures 50 and 51.
•. Figure 50 includes the undistorted range data matrix and the one corrupted
; by noise. Figure 51 shows the normalized Laplaclan matrix and the edge
: enhancement results. The threshold values used in this case are .03 for
_. the inner edge and -.04 for the outer edge. In Figure 51, the inner edge
is represented by "X" and the outer edge by " "
T
In the second simulation, the pyramid is placed at (1,20) with a height of
I meter, the boulder at (O,ll) with a radius of I meter, and the crater at
(0,15) with a radius of 2 meters All other parameters are the same as those
! _ used in the first simulation. Figure 52 shows the undistorted and the noise
_ corrupted range data matrices. The normalized Laplaclan matrix and the edge
enhancement results are Includcd in Figure 53.
i _. The simulation on the IDIIOM has the advantage of a direct access to cha._gc
the parameters. Three pictures can be displayed on the screen, as shown
[ in Figures 54 through 56. Figure 54 lists the specifications for all the
i [ parameters used. All the parameters in this figure can be changed by using
" the llght pen for interrupting and the typewriter terminal for inputting
; the new values.
!' [ Figure 55 displays the layout of the obstacles and the terrain correspond-i
Ing to the specifications in Figure 54. Figure 55 shows the edge enhanc_ncnt
i results. The second line includes the inner and the outer threshold values,
[ which can be changed by using the light pen and the typewriter termit,al. The
bottom llne is used to transfer pictures, e.g., by pointing the light pen
i | at "top view", the top view in figure will replace the existing picture.[' By using the graphic display, the simulation becomes interactive _ith the
operator, the parameters are displayed on the screen, and their values
i can be changed by interrupting the display with the light and typing in
pen
the new values on the typewriter tcrmlnal. Light pen interrupts can also be
used to display the top view, display the range data, display the edge
L enhancement, display the parameters, or reset the parameters back to theiri itial values.
This simulation provides investigators with a flexible tool which can bcused to evaluate alternative schemes for detecting obstacles and the effect
of data density and accuracy.
U
l
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1:; R_cooI_l_IoNoi,'3-vO_S_ACL_S i
*** A SIMULATION
ADVISOR: Pft(JF.C. 1_. SIlEN
¢
ii THIS i'ROGRAM ,_;IMUJ,ATb:STIlE EDGk' DETECTIOII _' "'",'USED BY T|IE RANGE FINDER OF THE l,lfl.2 HOVER
t
,- l PYRAMIDI A BOULDER A.rIDA CRATER AP,E USED AS OBSTACLES
i OI_STACLE SPECIFICATIONS
I. LbCAT]bN (X,Y) !14 METERS
RO'_]R IS AT ( 0.O, O.0)
! I'kRAMID IS AT ( 1.0, 16.0)' :S ti.[,DE_ I ']' (-1.0, 8. )
' CRATEIt IS AT ( 0.O, 12.0)
i
!/+ 2. SIZE IN METEORS
HEIGHT OF THE RAt;GE I,'I_;bERIS 2.0 14
li HEIGHT OF THE }>YRAMID IS I.O ;4RADIU,<;OF THE BuULDER IS 1.0 M
I{A#iUS OF THE CRATER IS 1.5 M
I
t
[i SCAN_/ING RAI4GE AND NOIS-'.
I HORIZOPTAL SCAN COVEI{S 15 0 DEGREE
. MAX. T}iE_ = 15.0 DEGREE i;Jh. THETA = -15.0 DEGREE i
7
, ,: 2. VERTICAL SCAi,ICOVER.C; 10.0 I,ITO 50.0 M FdOl.iHOVER i
t MAX. ]_;TA = 11.3 DEGHEE Mlb. }_ETA = 2.3 DEGREE I
i
,_ .. 3. GAuSSIAN NOISE: MEAN VALUE 0.0 CM
i i.J STANDARD DEV]ATIOI'i 5.0 O14 I
• Ftl. 54. $1_eciflca_ionDisplay
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Task D.2. Obstacle Classification - K. I_ung
_ Faculty Adviser: Pro£ C. N. Shen _-_"
.. The objective of this task is to develop the minimu_n set of parameters and
i the conditlo-s required to determine the passablllty or impassability of
J" terrain. The ability to classify local terrain features by a minimum
number of parameters is of critical importance to those groups concerned
j_ with the development of path selection algorithm_., Task C, and of hazard
_. detection hardware, Tasks A and B.
_" It has been determined that a minimum of four parameters as related by
_i three inequality conditions which must be satisfied simultaneously will
be necessary. Further analysis may reveal that additional information may
• be required to achieve path selection systems of high reliability while at
!i the same time minimizing built-in safety margins, i.e. as through unneces-
'" sarily large threshold values.
i The analysis was approached by considering a number of fundamental questions.
Is the object under consideration positive (boulder) or negative (crater)?
Is the object of a size relative to the vehicle so that it deserves con-
! : sideratlon, Figure 57? Are the heights and gradients of the object either
. too large or of the wrong shape, Figure 58? Is the object in a surrounding
as to make it an obstacle, Figure 59? Does the combination of objects
: represent a hazard, even though the objects taken separately are not a
hazard, Figure 60?
From these and other related questions were deduced a set of Conditions of
i " Impassability.
I. Instability- This is the sltuaticn where each wheel of the
; rover is subjected to terrain of different height such that
, the rover might be overturned.
- Shown in Figure 61 is a parameter _K , which is defined as
the angle made by the rover's direction of forward movement
with the horizontal plane. For a vehicle, there is a threshold
_'*, such that the vehicle is stablevalue of C_, denoted as .
i when f.< is less than this value. The value of -/* depends on
the position of the vehicle's center of gravity and the dis-
tance between the front and rear wheel axles, which can be
i predetermined experimentally. Hence, a prospective passable
.. path must produce an _< less than ..'*along the path.
Similarly, an angle _, can be defined as the angle made by
_. the wheel axle with the horizontal plane and _* its maximum
_ value for which the vehicle is stable, as shown in Figure 61.
. 2. Steepness - The vehicle's limited traction will not permit it,
'_ [ to climb a slope of more than _':2". The threshol_ angle _:Iis due to stability consideration only. Since _2 is smaller
$ than _:I*, stability can be insured if _* is used as the
I threshold value of _ for passabillty. Hereafter, _2" willbe _eferred to as _*.
I 3. Abrupt Chan_es in Height - Because of the structure of the
- vehlcle it cannot climb a vertical height of more than H*.
i
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Rove !
Not Worthy Worthy of
7"
i_ of Consideration Consideration
L..
Fig. 57. Different Object Sizes Deserve Different C¢-sideratlon
Rover _-_ Z-_ Side View
•IL '_
i.i \ ii
t Fig. 58. Some Combinations of Height, Shape and Slope Are Passable, i
Others Are Not
E
Side View
I ,_.__/ _ _ , _
i Fig. 59. The Same Ob.%ct in Two Different Surroundings
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Fig. 60. _is Combination of Boulder and Crater May Cause Instability
(i) (ii)
SIDE VIEW FRONT VIEW
[J
Fig. 61. Illustration of the quautities G( aud _"
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T Hence a parameter H is defined as the vertical height
• _, of a step. Therefore if a prospective path is passable,
the H along the path must be less than R*.
_ _ 4. Clearance - This is the problem that the underside of
"" the rover may contact the terrain, either damaging or
immobolizlng the rover.
! i:
_. Consider first a two-dimenslonal case. Assume that the
dimensions of the wheels and their positions relative to
; the rover body are as shown in Figure 62. The distance
! !: between the wheel axles is denoted by L. Let S be the
i one-dimensioral terrain, given by
• - z = fl(X) (1)
Let the line segment L representing the wheel contact
.. points be moved such that its end points coincide with
the surface of the terrain. For points on S between P
and Q, the distance between terrain surface and the
. segment L can be calculated. Depending on the design of
the rover, it is necessary that adequate clearance be
provided, if D is defined as the available clearance, then
g _" D for all points on the path trajectory.
In the more general two-dlmenslonal terrain problem, assur-
ing that adequate ground clearance will be available is more
difficult. It is necessary to fit a plane to the four wheel 7
contact points and compare the terrain coordinates for all
points within the space to this plane. The maxlmu_ value
of tiledifference, g, so calculated is to be compared with
_he clearance, D, determined from the vehicle design.
Lists of Situatlons , Parameters and Passa'oility Re.qulrements
Below is a list of situations the rover will encounter as possible
obstacles. For each situation ther_ is a set of parameters in terms of
which the passabillty rcqulrements II be written.
Sl: Vehicle is roving on flat inclined plane as shown in
Figure 61.
l Parameters: _" and 'j• ssable if: , tan_,2 .tan>' 2
+ _t--_F_)<.I
_t_ _)
_' The sum of squares (tan .._)2+ (tan ,,)2 is the square of the gradient
-_ - of the terrain the vehicle is on, which leads us to the above expres-
sion.
L S2: Vehicle is roving on boulders (craters) on a
horizontal plane, as shown in Figure 63.
!
Parameters: _- arc sin _(hI h 2 )
W
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i. Fig. 62. Determination of Clearance in a
Two-Dimensional Case
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i,i Fig. 64. Vehicle is ascending a step
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(tan %.2 .tan:/ 2Passable if: _:_) + _t-_n *) < 1 iWl ,: i
where Is the pitch angle of the vehicle.
1] 'S3: Vehicle is descending a step, as shown in Figure 65.
H Parameters: _< = " arc sln h-L_ "
.tan _.2 (tan_.12 4. I
Passable if: (t-_ncx*) + "tan_"
i where _ is the roll angle of the vehicle.
S4: Vehicle is ascending a step, as shown in Figure 64.
•. Parameter : H
; Passable If: (_,)2 _ I
S5: Clearance as shown in Figure 62f
, Parameter g
Passable if: ( < 1 , g - D
!,
Nov, let us define a situation S to encompass Sl, S2,... , and as, with
! parameters: _, _, H and g and
(Uan_._2 tan; ._
i passable if: t-_n_ " + (t--_n,_)_ # 1 (1)
H 2 !
and (_'w) _ I (2) i
, i,_! a-_ g.(._)2 <I (3) _
• J L The reason for having three inequalities is that _ and _ are dependent
on each other, H is independent of _- , / _ and g, and g is independent of
the other three parameters. _he angle ':.: is the emximumvalue of _." only
when _ = 0, and _w Is the maximum of ", when ="=0. Hence the use o£
inequality (1) eliminates the case when both :-'and !"are clo_e to but less
than _* and _ respectively.
Also, c_lFLing inequality (2) vith Inequality (3) us!ag a logical AND .
means that it Is acceptable to have both H and g close to but less than H
and g* Therefore, situation S is obstaclere=pective ly.
not an only vhen
inequalities (1), (2) and (3) are all satisfied.
I As a next step, it remains to demonstrate that the ine_ualities which areproposed and the par_neters required therein will provide the essential
terrain Information required for an efficient yet reliable hazard detection
I and path selection system. It may prove necessary to increase the numberof de_criptive parameters and conditions if reduced safety merglns are found
to _e necessary. !_
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_" Task D.3. Terrain Modeling - Audbur Thompson
_! Faculty Advisor: Prof C.'N. Shenj
7" In order for a Mars Roving Vehicle to navigate autonomously, it must
Ii possess the capability of recognizing passable terrain, which in turn
requires the ability to mathematically mcdcl that terrain. This task
involves the development of a method which w£11 supply such a capabilityo.
!i to the rover• The major task la to develop a scheme whirl, cat, model
,. small sections of the _artian terrain using laser range flndf,: data.
The scheme must also be able to limit discontinuities present at cou_non
i" boundaries of _odeled sections. The purpose of such a procedure is to
determ|ne gross slopes _nd gradients of the nearby terrain. With this
information, it will be possible to define lines:of constant gradient,
which will identify forbidden zones where the gradient is too large for
the rover to negotiate.
• o
Note that obstacle detection is not an objective of this task. The
* objective is to find general gradients• In fact, one aim is to find the
-- gradient of terrain upon which small objects about the size of the rover
are located. The detection of these objects if left to Tasks D.l.a and
r D.l.b.
Concept of the Two-Dimenslonal Spllne Function
From a single scan a laser range flnoer will provide a large number of
: '" data points to the rover. These points must somehow be fitted to a two-
dimensional polynomial which models the terrain. (_e possible approach
i is to fit a high order rolyn_nial expanded about one point to s large
i _" number of data points. But high order polynomials involve large numbers
_ of cross product terms, and expansion at:out one point lead= to less local
i' accura-y. Thus the approach chosen for this task is :he two-dimenslonal
_. spline function. Sections of the terrain are fitted piecewise to low
order two di ,lenslonal polynomials, each expanded about a different point.l
The terrain is then represented by a large ntnnber of such sectional poly-
t! nomials.
i il Inltial M°dellnR Sch'eme
In the initial analysis, two sections which share a cc_=non vertical tmL
_. boundary are m@Jeled. To formulate the spline functions, six data points
i |_ arranged aa Figure are polnt given a cross-pathin 66 used. Each data is
L, coordinate, an in-pathcc :dinate, and a height, denoted by a, b, and h,
i I'. respectively. The dashed vertical llne represents the conmon boundary.L Consider the four leftmost points." The height of any point within the
area they enclose may be repreqented by the t_o-dlmensional polynomial
h **Coo + Cl_(a-a ) + Co_(b-b ) + Cl,{,a-a )(b-b ) _
In the which unknown the offinding C's,
are coefficients, given heights
I \
I
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]_ the four data points may be expressed in matrix form as
h.. 1 o o o !I _
J! hlo I al0"a 3 = big "b (al0"a:'_ (bl0"b J>) Ii = "_:' , ,.i-I0 h'
. ho1 1 aol-a3:._ bol-b .3 (aol-aj,:)_bol-b :,){{Co1 or = A'X'
].i hll 1 all-a _ _ bll'b _ (all-a._:) Call-b-:,)j'[Cll
_; Next consider the rlghtmost four points in Figure 66. Since it is
I_ deslrcd to expand about (alO,blo), the matrix equation for these point
; heights Is
•• h201 = I a20-a:? b20-b I" (a?0-a'J)(b20-b"'_) C13
,., hll] 1 all-a,.,_ b11-b,_ (all-a :.)(b]ll-b;_ 'IICoI !orl h - A X
'_ . b21-b l-a, )(b21-b )IICllh211 1 a21-a _ '" (a2 :_ 1
i I
' In order to proceed la_er with the optlmizat_on step, both systems must
" be expressed in one matrix equation. Consequently,
: h' ' A' i _ X'i
h# = Ax where h# = lh* A = _ 0
... !o ^*I X'Ix*l
/
; o
[. The height of the terrain anywhere within these six data points is
represented by the palr of two dimensional polynomials. Along the common
boundary, the height, cross-path slope, or in-path slope of any poivt r.,a-
be determined using either secti:,nmodel. It is thus possible that dis-
"" continuities exist at such points for these terrain parameters.
Hethod of Opti_,ir.ation
Discontlnuicles in slope values will make it difficult to obtlin reasonably
accurate Iso-gradlent lines, and necessitates the development of some method
which sill limit these dlscontinuiti-_s. The approach chose, is th_ mlnin_tza-
lion of a performance function comprisec_ of three terms. The first term
indicates the square of the difference between the measured height of the
' ,_ data polrts, and the height st the same polnts of any optimized model. The
, second and third terms are, respectlvcly, a messur _ oc thc disconti.ulty
occurring in cross-path and In-path slope along the boundary. Including. s ala weighting ¢:._and p , the performance func ion becomes
!Ax h _T !Ax h I _-"/b.--b.^_blli _I=_Lj'".:.._h, i db +i J=, " t ' " I : L, _u_z_ L_" ".-=L: , ,"b " 2 =I° - "
_/bll-blo., LI ,'_h- . .,.: db
._ L_-; ,
L _here R and refer to '.-ight had left. The last two terms can be expandedand expressed in matrix form so that
J = Ax-" T Ax-h + _ xTfx + xTcx /
i
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_; If J is minimized wlth respect to X, the new estimate of _he coefficients,II
I nov optimized, is
1 I-'
T_
I _ Stochastic Problem
" If range _easurement noise is considered, a minimum var*.ance calculation
.. should be performed in conjunction wlth the preceding operatlon. This In-
volves the Inverslor, of an 8x8 matrix expressing the covarlance of the
: heights of the data points used. Bur. slncc both sectlo_.s are dealt w. _:,
simultaneously, --d Ct;o points are in common to the sections, two rows of
"" the covarlan_.e matrix are i_nt/cal. Thus the ma_rlx cannot be inverted.
This stochastic analysis fails because eight unkno_rnsare belng determined
simultaneously from six pieces of data. Due ".othls i_p_sse, it was
- decided to modlfv the scheme.
The Rev£sedj .Extendable Model
The revised modellnF scheme and optimization proc_.dure are s/_ply mo_Ifl-
cations of those described prevlcusly. The aim of th.. _ielin8 sche_
to real. ain the t _tal ntm_ber of unknowns found to be less t h_n or equal to
: the number of addiclonal data points used. For the four ter_ polw_c_al
used previously, a square array of r, lne points arranged as in Figure 67a is
_ used. As noted in Figure 67d, the minimum number of data points ac'ded in
! expanding to an adjacent section is four. For a given section, th_ four
unkno_n,s can be found from the .nine dale points by using t,_e least squares
_ method. The appropriate matrix equation for the heights is
_ ho0 l 0 0 0 _
I I alO-_ o o b_o-b _._ (slO-a_.)(blo-b ,! hlr
i h20 I a20-e : b_o-b (a20-a .)(b20-b .) D_
i " hol I sOl-• -,y bol-b ._ (SOl-, - .) CVol-b )
i i hll " I •II'•_:' bll-b': (•ll-a .)(bil-b ) i AO° '- h21 I e2_.'•"_ b21. b . (a21.a.)(b21.b ._ B0_:r h = T ,_
,. h02 I So2"• ;_ bo2"b" :' (SO2"•)(bo2"b':) I C_o
i I: h12 1 "12"'_' bl2"b " (a12"")C°l,'b ;) I,
h22 . ? •22-• c'_ b22-b : (•22 -• ) (b22-b ')
By least squares fit
T I-1 T
1 X " IT°° Too Too h°°
The revised optimizac_o, pr,._c_ure vorks vith o_,ly one set of coefficients
• t • tL_e. To do this, •ss_e tt_C the elements of vector X bare oeen
I found, and are fixed, a to ima_.d_ste right, as
/ Co_r.tder _ect 1Oll the
shc_m in Figure 67b. In • manner analagous to the one above, • matrix T20
I
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and _ vector h20 may be formed. The resulting performance functi_n,
r_ which _'alsonly with the elements of X20 is similar to the one used
initially, a term has been added to penalize boundary dis-except height
continuities.
b22"b20 5zo ,_a" b a] b22"b20 5.-,..o b"b %b I
._ Remember.;ag that the elements of X oo are fixed, this expr_sslon may be
. written in matrix form, minir,ized with respect to X20 , an optimized set• i of co fficients.
If a section directly above the firrt is considered, as in Figure 67a,
a set of new, but similar boundary conditions may be derived.
Further to find X22 for the additional section depicted in Figure 67d,
ii it is only necessary to derive a similar performance function consistingof six boundary terms. Six terms are needed since two common boundaries
exist. Note that for the resulting optimization, X02 and X20 are assumed
to be fixed.
l.J
If it is assumed then that once found, the parameters of a section ex-
pressed in a vector X are fixed, a recursive scheme exists which will add
_ any number of additional sections to the model. Section polynomials canbe fo nd individually, without altering th s of prev usly modeled sections.
El Nt_nertcal Example
To demonstrate the modeling procedure, a nt_aerlcal example which modeled
_i six terrain sections was run on the computer. The data points are spacedone m ter apart. The situation represents a planar slope o which is
located a one meter radius boulder. The data point heights are as follows,
where the dashed lines indicate common boundaries.
I. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.75 1:
&
.75 .75 .75 .75 _75 .75 .75
o o o o o] o o
U The best way to display the results is by the lso_gr_dient maps of Figure 68.
For Figure 68a, the slope discontinuity penalty was given a zero weighting,
U The llne made up of "2's" represents the gradient line whose value is 25o, i
The area inside the two lines thus has a gradient greater than 25 °, indicat-
£ng the presence of the boulder. \
1975o22 zo-o9s
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But it is desired to find the gradient in the vicinity of the bou|der.
For Figures 68b and 68c the slope discontinuity penalty weighting is
raised to unity, and then ten. For these higher welghtings the 25° line 1
H disappears. Thus the model is producing a terrain representation whosegradients are those in the vihiuity of the bpulder, which In reality is
about 14°.
Conclusions _
The proposed terralnmodeling procedure can flnd general slopes andgradients of i , and subsequently define lines of constant gradient.
The method is recursive, and any number of sections can be easily modeled.
{ Each section requires only about .15 seconds of computer time on the IBM
i 360/67. With further development it appears that the two dimensional
spline function modeling technique can be used to formulate iso-gradieut
• maps of the general terrain features. Beyond this point, the following
i extensions should be considered:
a) A full stochastic study should be undertaken to
!
I determine the exact effects of range measurement noise.
b) l%e present scheme requires rectangular arrangement of
• data points. Since this will seldom be the case for
i real terrain, the boundary conditions must be generalized.
c) From other examples, it was found that higher Elope "
li penalties are needed in s_me situations than in others to
-- attain adequate results. Thus it might be appropriate to
study the possibility of variable penalty welghtlugs.
)
LJ
D.4.a. Measurement Scanning Concepts - Mark Friedman
: Faculty Advis_r: Prof. C. N. Shen
The objective of this subtask is to develop scanning concepts for
laser rangeflnder hazard detection system. This involves determining the
L! minimum field of view and data Thisdensity.
is required to ensure that
the measured range data will provide accurate and reliable results when
used by obstacle detection and the terrain modeling techniques described
under Tasks D.l.a and D.3.
The basic scanning parameters are shown in Figure 69. The field of view
is defined by _, the rangeflnder elevation angle measured down fromthe horizontal, and 0 , the rangefinder azimuth angle. The rangeflnder
will scan the field at constant increments of _ and O denoted by _
and _O respectively. The tnpsth point spacing is _b and the cross-
U path spacing is a. The quantity is the vertical data point
Z _b'
spacing as shown in Figure 69.
The safety requirements and capabilities of the rover provided the criteriafor defining the field of view parameters given in Table 1. The require-
ments of the terrain modeling and obstacle detection procedure_ made it
I necessary to divide the scan into a near scan (3-16m) and a far scan(16-30m). Each was r a_ed as a separate field of view and using the same
criteria as above, the parameters of Table 2 were derived.
!
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H 'Table 1
/
Sin=l._.e Terrain Scan
B_,ax i _7.5°
_. Bmln j "19"6°
• 8to t _ ' 77.1 °
I] O,o_ .ooAB •76°
M} 1.91 °
,,.
5[j , Table 2
Dividctk 7erlain Scan
' _|e,,- Scan Far Scan
_ex 57.5° I0.6°
6mln -lh.6° -19.6°
8tet 72.1 ° 30.2 ° @
Otot 53.0° 53.0°
&B I._° .76°_0 3.6° i. 91°
x0 15 28
Ms 52 koN 780 1120
•Nto 5 = 1900 data points
U
U _ .....
a
I
O
I
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'| _" iThe data point spacing psrsmeters were determined from the requirements
of the modeling procedures. However the obstacle detection routines
call for a significantly smaller data point spacing than the terrain
modellug procedure. This problem was approached in two ways., !
The first procedure referred to as the Terrain and Zoom Scan Procedure "
• " is to scan the field with a data point spacing appropriate for the terrain
li modeling technique. This spacing would not give a well defined outline i
of an obstacle but would at least give au indication of its presence. ,,
The second scan would be a "zoom" scan with reduced spacing aimed at the _
obstacle location indicated in the previous terrain scan. The total
number of points in the terrain scan would be about 1900 (Table 2), Using
an expected scanning rate of I msec/data point, this would give a scan !
; time of 1.9 sec. The time of the zoom scan would probably be from 2 to
_ 5 sec depending upon the size of the obstacle. The disadvantages of this
method are considerable. The hardware modifications for the zoom scan
ii are likely to be quite complicated and the presence of more than one
L._ obstacle in the field would require multiple zoom scans between each terrain
scan.
disadvantages may easily by again using near scans
These be avoided and far
with data point spacing set for obstacle detection. Software techniques
may then be used to systematically skip over some points to achieve the
__,l_i spacing required for terrain modeling.
In an effort to reduce the total scan time, three sets of far scan para-
i meters have been derived for this obstacle scan procedure and are givenlu Table 3. Each savlug In scan time was made by reducing the fleld of
view of the far scan.
i" The scan time and total number of data points taken can be reduced by a
L_ third procedure namely the Corridor Scan dividing the field into M
corridors as shown in Figure 73. This procedure is to be applied to the
{" full width for ranges from 3 to 30 meters with M = 5. The scan will again
L. be divided into two subscan types. First, an initial scan with low data
point spacing will be taken of the whole field to merely indicate the
I I_ presence of obstacles. Then a corridor scan with higher data point density
L wiU be taken for only those corridors which show promise of passabillty.
The Corridor Scan method is expected to result in reduced necessary on-/ board computer core and reduced calculation time of the range data pro-
cessiug te_huiques, Tables 4a and 4b.
By examining the avoidance time and the number of scans per field for theCorridor Scan Procedure, it is seen that the m_ximt_n scanning range can
be reduced from 30 meters with little added danger to the vehicle if the
vehicle's average speed is less than about 0.2 meters per second.
Terrain and Zoom Scan Method
l The rover is expected to be able to traverse a positive or negative slope
up to 25 ° . This is used to calculate _. The quantity _ -x is derived
for the situation of the rover approachiug a negative slope c_ange of 25 °| "and scanning at 3 m for the near scan and 15 meters for the far scan as
shown in Figure 70. Figure 71 shows the situation use_ for the calculation
I I'
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U Of _min" The rover is approaching a positive 8lope chanKe of 25 °
and scanning at 15 meters for the her scan and 30 meters for the far
_j scan.
The qu3ntity @ is calculated so that the rangeftnder can scan the width
of the vehicle, expected to be about 2.1 meters plus an allowance on
each side or 3 meters total at a distance of 3 meters as shown inFigure 72. Table 2 gives the value, derived above. The values for the
field of view parameters in Table 1 and Table 3 are similarly derived.
_" In Table I, _@ was set so that the rangeflnder would sense an object of
one meter width wi._h at least one data point at the farthest range. The -
{! quantity /_ wa_ s't so that an object at least 0.4 meter high could be
, detected with one o, ba point at the farthest range. The height 0.4 meter
was chosen because the vehicle is expected to be able to roll over an
object of lesser height.
r
L With the scanning increments calculated above the data point spacing
becomes very small at close ranges. This would give rise to large error
I_ in the terrain modeling procedure, aef. 15. Even when the field of viewwas divid d as in Table 2 the error was unacceptable for rang s cl ser
than about 8 meters.
r.
I' The number of data points per scan Is denoted in Table 2 as N. The total
L_ number of scanning points per field divided by the expected scanning rate
of 1 msec/data point gives the total scan time of 1.'9 seconds.
{_ If a terrain scan with parameters similar to Table 2 were used, a terrain"
modeling procedure, Ref. 16 would of course be used but an obstacle detec-
!' tion routine would also be applied to the range data. Although the data
L point spacing would be too large to give a well defined outline of an
obstacle, the routine would give an indication of either the top edge of
I a boulder or the near edge of a crater, Ref. 17. A zoom scan would thenbe utilized with reduced data point spacing aimed at the obstacle loca-
tion given by the terrain scan. The extent of the "zoom" would depend on
the size and range of the obstacle. The number and range of the obstacle's
warning points could be used to determine the proper amount of data point
L reduction.
[i .Obstacle Scan Hethod
Table 3 gives the scannin_ parameters of the Obstacle Scanning Procedure.
The scanning increments L_and _,e are calculated by setting _\a and _ b'(see Figure 69) both equal to .2 meters at the farthest reuse for the near
8_d for the far scan. This gives a minimum data point density on the face
of an obstacle of $ points per meter which is assumed to be sufficient for• well defined outline of the obstacle.
Three sets of far scan parmneters have been derived and given in Table 3
U in an effort to minimize the total time
scan by reducing the field of vi@w
of the far scan. Far scan A extends from 15 to 30 meters with a full
angular width of 53 °. Far scan B also extends from 15 to 30 meters but
D the angular width has been reduced to about 37 ° giving a mintnua linearv_dth of 10 meters.-The angular width of far scan C is reduced as in far
scan B but extends from 15 meters to only 25 meters. From the values giv_
I
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for the number of scanning points It is seen that the total scan tlme
ee for this method vili be from about II to 16 seconds.
U Corridor Scan Concept
In the corridor scan concept the initial scan will have a low 'enmity
spacing. Its purpose is merely to Indicate which corridors containobstacles but not to show their outlines. It will do thi by co_sparlng
the range of each data point to range values of clear level terrain _hich
rill be stored in the on-board computer. Each point which differs signi-
ficantly from Its will be assigned a danger di
"clear" value value
where i indicates the i th corridor and J runs from one to N, th_
number of points in the corridor. Then each corridor may be assigned a
danger value Di:
DL = j_=l dis i = I, }4
The d values should be dependent on _ , the level of the obstacle
point height and R the obstacle point range, with a closer and taller
obstacle point being assigned a larger danger value.
As an exmuple of how .). m_y be determined, consider Figure 74. R_nge
values for three levels are stored and compared to the data. If theobstacle point fails betveen -0.2m +0.2m it is given -_ =O and does
not contribute co d. If it falls between O.2m and O.4m It is assigned
) = I and if it is above 0.4m or below -O.2m it is given _=2. A higher
L danger value is given to negative obstacles since their actual depth is
usually difficult to sense.
The next step in the procedure is to make a scan decision based on thecorridors' danger values. One possible method is as follovs:
(1) If there is one or more corridors with D _ Dstravel in the direction of the safe corridor nearest
the center of the field vith no detail corridor scan.
(2) If Di Du; i=l,N, the vehicle may have to stop and
do a complete detail scan.
U (3) Otherwise choose smallest D, and do a detail corridorscan.
(&) If detail corridor scan shows an obstacle, try nextlarger D.
I In step 1, Ds is 8 low dan8er value such that 8 corridor _ith a D leasthan Da vould be almost completely clear and level. A rorridor near the
center of the field :s preferred since more i8 Jmown a_ut the terrain
surrounding this cur: _dor than an outside corridor such as corridor 1 or
I $ (Figure 73). An ex_eption to this rule would be if three corridorstosethar each had D less than Ds such as corridor l, 2 and 3. In this
!
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_, case corridor 2 would be the safest.
In step 2, Du is a greater danger value such that tt_ere is a high proba-
billty that there exists an obstacle which could not be avoided. Two
or
possibly thzee corridor scans may be n,:cessary (step 4); however, if the
terrain is so rough that three corridor scans show unavoidable obstacles,
ii tep 2 would probably have been satisfied and this field would have be
., completely avoided before any detail scans were made.
" As shown in Figure 75, each corridor is narrcwer than the vehicle's widthof 2.1 mete's at ranges closer than 11.4 meters, so tha th re will be
some ground over wh_._-h the ,lehlcle will travel which cannot be completely
modeled with the corridor scan alone. This gives a criterion for deter-
i mining the proper density of the initial scan. The density should be
set at 5 points per meter at the range of 11./, _eters so both terrain
modeling and obstacle detection techniques may be performed on this near
_ sector. This gives the Initlal scan parameters shown in Table 4a.
[_ The parameters of the corridor scan as sho_m in Table 4b were derived bysetting the density at 5 points per meter at the 30 meter range. Each .corridor scan eed only exte d from 30 meters down to 11.4 meters since
for closer ranges the initial scan density is proper ,'or the ter:4in
- modeling tcchniqucs. As before, it is assu_ed that software pre-processin8
i will be used to systematlcally skip data points to achieve the proper Ic,_er
• t. spacing required by the terrain modeling procedures.
i "Scan Time Performance
J
_ _,e maximum scanning range should be chosen so that, once the vehicle gets
L. within this range of an obstacle, it should have enough time to detect it
reliably and avoid it safely. This analysis so far has assumed a maximum
_. scan range Rmax of 30 meters, l_is is somewhat arbitrary since the
i i vehicle's average speed has not been specified.
i To ensure accurate dctecti_ of an obstacle, it is deslre_ to have the
f _, number of scans denoted as _ whtcll can be made as the vehicle travels
i the length of its field of view as large as possible. This number
can be simply calculated from the follouing relation:
[i (--i.Um scan raffle)
• '_ - (scan it=c) (vehicle speed)
This calculation has been perfore_d for the Corridor Scan Procedure.able 5 shc_s the results of ¢hls calculation for a vehicle sp ed, of I
meter per second. The maximum range is Reinx, T is the total scar; time,
and Z is the distance traveled by the vehicle during one total scan. Thetotal sca._ t/_e is equal to the constant initial fcan tLme of 4.1 seconds
'i plus the time of the corridor scan _ich is dependent on the maximum scan-
uing range. Figure 76 shove a g_ph of _ versus Ram¢ for various
vehicle speeds.
l_or safe obstacle avoidance, the time fro_t the end of the total scan
I which covers the obstacle to the t/_e at which the vehicle reaches theobstacle should be as great as possible. Assuming the sca:, _esinx Just
when the obstacle ts at _aax , this time, calle_ _a, is Just equal re:
I
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TABLE 5
Scan Time Performance
Rm_ T Z q q
(meters) (sec) (meters) ......(sec)
15 h.7 h.7 3.19 10.3
20 5.1 5.1 3.93 14.9
25 5.7 5.7 h.38 19.3
30 6.6 6.6 4.51, 23.4
35 7.8 7.8 h.h8 27.2 "i
hO 9.0 9.0 4.)44 31.0
! For Corridor Scan Procedure. Vehicle speed equals 1 meter per see.
°
|
I
!
!
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_ _axlmum scan range)
U TA = - (total scan time) \-j vehicle speed
Table 5 also shows the avoidance times TA for each_ for a vehicle
traveling at 1 meter per second. Figure 77 is a grap_Xof TA versus
Rmax for various vehicle speeds for the corridor scan procedure.T]
[i In Figure 76, it is seen that _, the number of scans per fleld is
indeed a maximt_nfor a maxlmum scan range of 30 meters. However, for
i vehicle speeds of 0.2 to I meter per second, this performance is notgreat y reduced by reducing th maximum scanning range to 20 meters.
But at these speeds, Figure 77 shows that the avoidance time would be
! cut down by about 35%. For slower speeds on the order of 0.I meters per.j second, the v idance time i not significant in this c nsideration. The
number of scans per field and the avoidance time is so great for a vehicle
speed as low as 0.I meters per second that the maxim_ scanning range
I_ could probably be cut all the down to 15 meters below with little
way or
-J danger to the vehicle.
I _ Conclusion i
The total scan time for the terrain and zoom method will depend on the
il number and size of the obstacles in the field of view of the rangefinder.
_, For three obstacles and assuming the scan time of the zoom scan to be
the same as the terra_ scan, the total scan time would be about 8 seconds
I! which is s_stautlally less than the scan time of the obstacle scan approach.However, the hardware and oftware problems inv lved in the variable s ac-
ing reduction of the zoom scan and the aiming of the zoom scan are expected
to be quite great. It is felt that the _stacle scan method, where thefield is scanned with small data point spacing for obstacles and data
po_ts are systematically skipped over prior to terrain modeling, will be
much simpler and more desirable.
[) The corridor scanmethod Is a comblnatlon of _he terraln and zoom scan
method and the obstacle scan method and avoids some of the disadvantages
of each. For the obstacle scan about 15,500 points are taken in a scantime of 15.5 seconds, but an initial scan and ne corridor scan takes only
6.6 seconds for the necessary 6600 points. The scan time is reduced to 4.1
seconds if the terrain is completely clear and a corridor scan is not needed.
Besides the reduction in scan time, the Corridor Scan procedure reduces the
necessary _ore required in the on=board computer and the complicated data
processing techniques are used less often and with less data point. The
U hardwar_ changes are e_ected to be small since the parameters of thecorridor scan are f_cd and a continuously variable data point spacing is
not necessary.
Once a vehicle speed is specified, the maximum scan range may be chosen
to best reflect safety considerations us_E the curves of Figures 76 and
I 77. Perhaps the maximum scan range can be reduced from 30 meters so thatless data points will be acquired. If the vehicle's average speed is only
0.I meter per second, the maximum scan range can probab_ be safely cut in
half. Then less computer core will be required and the range data process-
I /_g techniques will be applied to less points, further simplifying theterrain sensing system. "..... \
, t
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Task D.4.b. Laser Rangefinder Error - M. Friedman.
Faculty Advisor: Prof. C. N. Shen
It is the objective of this subtask to investigate the range error due
to the finite width and spread of the rangeflnder laser beam. This is
li necessary in order to ensure applicability and reliability of the terrainmodeling and obstacle detection procedures which use the range data. /
The beam, originating from a height of 3 meters, will strike the surface
ii f the ground at a fairly acute angle at the farther scanning ranges,causing the projection to be spread along the surface of the terrain.
Parts of the beam will return to the rangefinder receiver at slightly
i different times since they were reflected at slightly different ranges.llence, even if a very s arp pulse was transmitted, the rec ived puls
will be spread out significantly in time giving an ambig=ous range
.i measurement.
It was found that the spread at the projection increases as the target
range increases. The spread for a particular range may be minimized by .
proper choice of the transmitter aperture diameter. For the greatest
range of interest, 30 meters, the optimum aperture diameter was found to
be .78 centimeter. Table 6 gives the spread for various ranges b_tween
lj 3 and 30 meters. The aperture diameter used was 0.78 centimeter which isoptimum only at 30 m ters.
,_ The measured range value will always be less than the true value by an
[J amount dependent on the range. However, this analysis was performed with
the assumption at level ground, i.e., the target is assumed to be oriented
horizontally with respect to the rover. Therefore, the error cannot simply
be added to the measured value to get the true value since the rover will
encounter targets at various orientations at all ranges.
i If a constant discriminator _et at a level of 50% is used as the returnpulse time detecto , the ang error at 30 meters due to the beam spread
will be about 6.27 cm. This accuracy is expected to be acceptable for
[i rel_able use of the image enhancing procedures.
The Spread Equation
Figure 78 shows the laser rangefinder geometry with the rover on level
ground. The beam, transmitted from the top of the rover mast, may be.
pictured as originating from a point source located behind the rover. Theboam is assumed to be a right circular cone of solid angle 20 where Od
is the angle of dispersion of the beam. The beam diameter at _he trans-
mission point at the tope of the mast is equal to the diameter, D, of the
U final aperture of the transmitter optical system whether it is a lens, astop, or the laser element itself. The intersection of the beam cone with
the plane of the ground defines the projection as an elllpse whose length
I in the major axis is taken to be, S, the spread of the beam projection.
From this geometry it is seen that S is a function of the mast height H,
i the range of the target go, the aperture diameter D and the angle of dis-perslmt 0d. The spread equation is:
_L "e°SOd + RoSinOd _R, sinO d
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I and making small angle approximations for @d:
]_ _s__. 4 'd % + D%_ (2) _
Intensit_ Pattern
H If the angle of dispersion can be given in terms of basis rangeflnder
system parameters such as the aperture diemeter and bemn vavelength, the I
spread and therefore the range error may be minimized by proper choice of
{i these paremeters. This necessary relation is dictated by the beem intensitypattern.
ii Thelntenslty at a generalpolnt In the pattern is a functlou o£ @, theang e from the bemn axis to this general poi t, Ref. 18 and 19, as s own
In Figure 79. Specifically:
where J1 Is the first order Bessel function i
[! D is the aperture diameter i
' 1
and _ is the beam vavelensth i
Figure 80 shows a graph of this relation. I
[! The first minimumoccurswhen the argument of the Sessel function is equal tto 1.22 IT If the beau is approx/=ated by a cone extending cnly to thls I• " i
first minimum, the angle of dispersion may be determined by setting the l
._rgumeut of the Bessel function equal to 1.22 ,_ . The angle viii be on the
order of milllradians; thus, sin@ d may be approximated by Od" Solving for
'd:
1.22 _
Od " D .-- (_,)
U Diameter Optimization
Substitutin8 equation (4) Into equation (1) gives:
. r _ . 1.22)_ D .1.22_.1
/ "'_ ...... _,
I .1.22 X 2.22 1.22
!
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- _ The mast height has been set at 3 meters, the range is to vary from 3 to
30 meters, and the wavelength viii presumably be set according to the
actual laser used and will probably be in the infrared region. This leaves
only D, the aperture diameter, to be adjusted so as to minimize the spread.
optimum can by setting the partial derivatives of
The diameter be found S
with respect to D equal to zero. The second derivative is positive in-
dlcatlng that the spread will be a minimum for this optimum D.
Pulse Shape
As stated previously, the projection will be an ellipse. Figure 81 shoasthe elllpse and defines the coordinate system to be used in the pulse shape
determination. The equation of such an elllpse is:[.i 2
l.!
where h, a, and b are shown in the fiture.
f
I. These elliptical parameters can be related directly to the system parameters.
i If this ellipse is divided into rectangular sections as shown in Figure 81,all the energy returned from a particular rectangle will arrive at the range-
finder receiver at approximately the same time. Therefore, each rectangle of
width Zxx is related to a unique t/_e at the receiver. The intensity of
i the light at the receiver at each t is proportional to the power density of
i! the light leaving each rectangle. The constant of proportlonallty i8 assumed
to include the path length even though each rectangle is at a sl'.ghtly dif- i
i, ferent distance. At distances on the order of tens of meters these smalI
I path-length differences have 8 negligible effect on the light intensity. The_,
major effect of these slight distance variations is the varying t/_e of flight
of the energy reflected by each rectangle, i
The power density leaving each rectangle is equaI to the product of the
intensity of the light incident to the rectangle and the area of the rectangle.
i However the intensity is not constant on any particular rectangle. Thus, an iintegral of the followimg form will have to be calculated for each rectangle: i
_x _
[-] _IR= g, pt = K f "_" I_/2 It(x,y, dydx (7)
whet. Ilt in ten, lty 2_ _reta ire/: 2
P - power density leaviu_ targett
K - constant of proportionality
I x - width of rectangle
and the lensth of each rectangle, ._ , Is taken to be equal to the width of
I the ellipse at the value of x corresponding to the center of that rectan81_
|
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I 11,_[ From equation 6 :
11 r 2 "P
il 0 ..2y- 2b L1- .2 J (8)
If _x Is made the same for every rectangle the integration over x can be
I] Included In the proportlona1Ity constant.
lt(x,y) 18 indirectly given by equation (3). I(@) can easily be trans-
I] formed from the polar system based on the circular beam to the rectangularsystem based on the elliptical spot.
i The intensity of each rectangle can now be related to a distinct time offlight At. If each _I R is evaluated and plotted against its res._ectlve
t, the resultin 8 curve will approximate the shape of the return pulse.
J Figure 82 shows the return pulse shape for a range 30 meters and optimumaperture diameter of .78 cm. Equation 7 was used with _x set at 1.5 u
81vlng about I00 rectangles.
I Subtracting the tlme at which the leading edge of the pulse reaches $0Z
of the maximum from the peak time g£ves a time error of .209 nanosecond
or an equivalent range error of 6.27 cm.
The optimal laser rangeflnder parameters have been determined for the 30
meter range. As the studies under Tasks C and D proceed, alternative
maximum ranges of interest may be identified and a re-optlmlzatlon of p6ra-
meters will be In order.
Task Z. Chemical Analysis of SPeCimens
i One important phase of the initial missions to Hare is the search fororganic matter and living organisms on the martian surface. The present concept
for attaining thl8 objective consists of subjecting samples of the atmosphere sad
surface material to certain chemical and biochemical reactions and thereafter
analyzlng the products produced, probably In a combination gas chromatograph/umuspectrometer (GCIMS). The gas chrcmatc_raph is proposed for separating complex
_ixturrs evolved from the experiments into small grcups o5 similar chemical species.
Chemical analysis of these groups would be accomplished in the mass spectrometer.It 18 the objective of thla task to provid engineering techniques and design
criteria for creating and /aprovln8 such a system.
Host of the previous effort has involved the systems analysis of the
gas chromatograph ueln8 simulitiou, PaBf. 20, 21, and 22. This technique uses
smthumtlcal models, which incorporate fundsoental parameters eva|usted from re-
J ported experiments, to explore various conceptn and to direct further experineutal
Is
research. Applicatl_ of prior york to characterize chrouatosreph perforuanca and
inprove the mathematical model was eousidered durin$ the past year. Task problems
I were attacked by a tvo-meuber tess, each of vhom pursued a specific asslarmant:
1. Chromstosraph system characteristics
I 2. Cht_uttoaraph stmulatiom development ....
!
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_ Task Fol. Chro_togreph System Character/stles - C. J. Rose
Faculty Advisor: Pr_. P. K. Lashmet -_i
It was the objective of thls task to develop techniques far designing i
chromatograph systems using simulation models and concepts briefly
iT considered previously, Ref. 23. As the purpose o£ the chromatograph is I
II to separate chemical species, this Initial effort involved a quantltative
defxnltlon of the degree of separation attained in a chromatographic
• column of particular design, operating under spec_.flc conditions. A large
i value for this degree of separation Implies a chromatogram having distinct
peaks, vhezeas a 1or value suggests poor separation or overlapping peaks.
The degree of separ_tlon is a function of the physical par_ -.re of the
i i chromatograph and the chemical characteristics of the materials being
_. separated. On this basis, this task considered the followlng: developing
a generalized simulatlon p=oeedure; determining the effect of design para-
i meters upon the degree of separation through simulation; and obtainingrealistic chnracterlstics of the sample injection pulse. Progress, de-
tailed in a recent report, Ref. 24, Is suzmuarized below.
I To evaluate the concept of separation, a computer procedure yes developed
to simulate the chromatograph. Simuletlon vas accc_pllshed by numerically
convolvlng a prevlously developed model, Ref. 20 and 25, vlth typical
I' sample injection pulses represented by data. The generalized si_ulatlon
_ procedure treated a maximum o£ five components so practical mixt,_res coul_
be considered, especially in the region of overlapping peaks. The slmula-
i tlon used actual sample sizes, cazrler gas compositions, and real and
_. dimensionless tlme so the results could be directly related to actually
observed system operation.
I_ In a chromatogram, the output slgnal is sum composition
the of contributions
of all components. Based on this concept, chromatograph performance, vas
defined as
t. Si = Ai/A (1)
[i where
SI - separation of component i for the peak
vhere the component predominates.
U AI = contributlon of component i to the ares
under the peak vhere the component predominates
A - total area under the peak of interest.
I In these studies, the areas were computed from. 's:mulationa .over a Eln/tepeak vidth of four standard d viations (& "_.l'_ (2) _dlere ,_(2) yes th
second time moment about the mean) centered about the peak mean. Prior
studies have shove that st least 94_ _f the chrouatogrmm ores lay within
I this region. Si yes the effective composition of component i in the
peak where component l should appear. It reused from unity for complete
separation to zero for essentially no separation; i.e.. the staple yes snell
I compared to amounts of other lnterferins chemicals. ,-Thus each component vas
essi_med a value of S" indicative nf Its separetlon from the other components.
!
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!ii, iU For excellent separation, a hlgh value of S, perhaps 0.85 or higher, .
would be expected. \
U Tbls Index of ?erformance requlred an•lysls of simulations. Tosystemdevelop preliminary estimates of S prior to such simulations, the appro-
x/natlon of the output pulses by Geusslau curves yes investigated. Since
1! C4usslan-type curves are defined by the flrst and se, ond t_u_mou_ntsvhlch are known from th characteristics of the input pulse and the chroma-
tograph differentlal equations, Ref. 25 end 26, the separation S can be
I| rapidly estimated from design parameters ,Ithout • simulatlon.
lJ
For a binary system, assuming superposi:len of the Indlvld&l chromatograms,
the separation of component I became f
A
ml _ ww _
l i vhere the chro_atogram are•s AI and AII were obtained by simulation. The
[_ time Interval for determining the areas yes
LJ
, vhere @I vas the mean or first tlme-moment about the origin for the chroma-
l i of I •nd the variance secor, d tlme-momenttogram component pi(2) wee or
about the mean QI" Rearzangement of the separation equation gave
^i/All = Si/( I - Sl)
I{ or as an approximation
AI/AII (Gausslan Areal/Causslan Areall) (NI/NII) (2)L
vhere N_ and vere the total amounts of components 1[ and II res-
pect ivel)_. NII
For • si'.'en bln•ry syscem under cons16eratlon, the first m_d second moments
for the chromatogrms for both component• vere determined as • function of
U the from the Ref. 25. As shc_uphyeical parameters syltem equations. InFigure 83, the Gausslan •rea for component I became
!
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where
@ = dimensionless time = vt/L
H L = column length
t = time
H v = interstitial gas velocity
_ and _T(@) was a normal distribution function having mean OI and
varlan_e ui(2). For _ = 2, the area was 0.9545. As shown in Fig. 83,
the Gausslau area for cc_Lponent II included within the above integration
LI Interval was
"rOI + _I __I (2)
. Caussian Areali
(i • = YlI(Q) d Q
OI " _1 _/__Z (2>
I
where _II(Q) was a normal distribution function having mean QIi and
[! variance _ii(2). The time corresponding to /_I of component I was
associated with a _ii(1) of component II. Similarly "_I was associated
with a _ii(2). For the situation of Fig.83, the governing relations were
: " z "  'ix / )
U Figure 84 has compared the approximate method of computlns separation,
'_ Eq. 2, with the exact method, Eqn. 1. Simulations reported earlier, Reg. 23,
i were the basis of this comparison. Use of Caussian-type outputs yielded aflrst-order approximation to the separation, although on the average the
predictions were optiedstic. However, it is a valuable preliminary design
tool.
I To relate more clearly this research to the Mars mission, information was
compiled on physical characteristics of proposed systeas and possible
I
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U 0 0.2 0._ 0.6 0.8 1.0•Separation assumin8 Gausslan - like chromato_ams
U Fig. 84. Comparison of separation functions for binary
• system derived from simulation and C_usslan -
like chromatoKrams.
0 - separation for first - appearing component
A - separation for second - appearing component
!
!
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I | 123ch_nicals postulated for separation. Research performed at Jet Propulsion
Laboratory provided a guide on chemicals which might be expected. The
chromatogram for a 24-component test mixture using a Chromosorb-W column
coated with 5% Dexsil, Ref. 27, has been reproduced in Fig. 85. Estimatesof he thermodynamic parameter mR 0 for the components have been um rized
In Table 7. These provide a practical range of values of the parameter for
1i future system studies.
Descriptions of physical systems have appeared in several reports, Ref. 28,
29, 30, 31. For these representative systems, the Peclet numbers, or dis-
ii perslon parameters, were estimated using a parameter estimating programdeveloped earlier, Ref. 21. As summarized in Table 7, Peclet numbers en-
countered in practical chromatographs range from several hundred for mini-
Ii columns to 30,000 for very long columns.
I Previous studies, Ref. 23, have shown that the sharpness of the sample input
• pulse often determines whether or not separation between two similar sub-
I. stances will occur. To determine realistic characteristics of input pulses,
: _ L experiments were conducted on the test facility, Ref. 32, to obtain the
effect of sample size, carrier gas flow rate, and other parameters upon the
l i input pulses. Samples of gaseous ethylene were injected into a compositionI detector using a inlvalve, h wn sc ematically Fig. 86. Typical ethylenepulses obta ed for three helium carrier gas flowrates are shown In Fig. 87.
|_ Moment analysis of pulses from sixteen experiments have been summarized in
_ Figures 88 and 89. The peak mean and standard deviation have been reported
as dimensionless ordinates through use of -c, the time ethylene remained in
i i i the sample loop during the injection process. The abscissa is the ratio of, sample size to carrier gas flow rate. The ratio of carrier gas pressure toIJ sample loop pressure has been shown parametrically. These curves sun_narize
! approximate effects of des ,n parameters on the input pulse characteristics[J! and provide a means of assessing the effect of a design upon the separationoccurring within the chromatograph.
i [} Task E.2. Chromatograph Simulation Development - M.P. Felnberg
I;
Faculty Advisor: Prof. P. K. Lashmet
' It Was the objective of this task to develop and evaluate a practical,
i nonlinear adsorption model to account for composltion-dependent effects
observed in previous research, Ref. 33 and 34. A system of three coupled
partial differential equations was derived earlier to describe these effects,Ref. 35. Excessive computation time due to the complexity of the system of
equations, Ref. 35 and 36, indicated a simplification of the model was re-
qulred. Voytus, Ref.25, derived a simplified model which considered axialinterpartlcle diffusion convection, and equllibrlt_ adsorption/desorption
using a linear isotherm. Assumptions for this model, designated as the equl-
Iibrium adsorption model, included negligible mass transport effects betweenthe carrier gas and the adsorbent and no intraparticle diffusion effects. The
resulting partial differential equation was solved analytically using a con-
volution integral, Ref. 20. Although the model simulated many systems well,
I in a few instances model predictions deviated consistently from actual data.
The variation of the thermodynamic parameter mR0 in such systems with
composition supported the idea that a nonlinear, composition-dependent iso-
I therm should be considered. Preliminary work on solving the resultingnonlinear equations begun earlier, Ref. 37, was continued. Activities, ..
!
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! 'Table 7. Range of Parameters for Typical Chromatographic Systems \
f
(JPL Multicomponent Test Mixture) 'i
!
I
Compound Time (mln) Dimensionless Time mRo i
Air 1.45 2.58 0.632 J
Furan 2.92 5.19 0.238
Methyl Furan 4.93 8.77 0.1286B nzene 7 41 13 19 0820
2,5-Dimethyl Furan 9.53 16.96 0.0626
,_ Octane 15.67 27.90 0.0372
H Ethylbenzene _9.25 34.27 0.0301
Nonane 19.98 35.57 0.0289
Decane & Mesitylene 23.40 41.66 0.021_6
,! o_e_o_ _oo _ 00_o
Undeeane 25.68 45.72 0.0224
I Dimethylana]in_ _ 26._0 47.54 0.0215!i Benzyl Cyanide 9 17 51 93 196
Tridecane _u.( 5_ 66 0.0186
Izdole 32.30 57.51 0.0177
L p-Cresol 35.00 62.32 0.0163i Pentadecane 39.50 70.33 0.0144
He_adecene 46.00 81.90 0.0124
H
I RANGE OF THE DISPERSION PARAMETER Pe
Column Carrier Peclet Number
Dimensions Gas Range
O.:25mm dia. x helium, 146 - 16_
U 0.025m long 0.Sml/mln
6.3mm dla. x helium, _ 3560 - 4910
2.0m long 60ml/min
0.76mm dia. x helium, 16000 - 30000
I 6.1m long 2ml/min
_ 2.Smm dia. x helium, 6400 - 15000
h.gm long 40ml/mln
!
/
!
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detailed in a recent report, Ref. 37, have bccn stnnmarized below.
Two versions of the equilibrlu=n adsorption model were investigated. The
first version, Eqn. 1 of Fig. 90 incorporating a llncar isotherm, has beensolved analytlcally, Ref. 20, 21. The second version, Eqn. 2 of Fig. 90,
incorporated the Langmuir isotherm into the nmdel as a means for accounting
for the observed co=posltlon-dependent effects. Analytlcal techniques were
lj not available for solving the resulting nonlinear equation, so numerlcal
methods were used. Because of instability problems with an orthogonal
collocation procedure used previously, Ref. 3&, the slmple, finite differ-
If ence scheme of Crank-Nicolsen was used. To obtain experience with the method,it was first applled to the linear version, Eqn. (I), since an analytlcal
solutlon was available for comparison. The Crank-Nicolsen method replaced
! partial derivatives by finite differences, Fig. 91, which can be viewed asdouble averages of the compositions about the point of interest: position,
(1); time, (N + 1/2). These finite difference expressions were substltu_.ed
into the partial differential equation, giving a system of algebralc equations
l, having a trldlagonal system matri_ which was solved by the Thomas algorit|_,Ref. 28. Considerable effort was raade in the coding to eliminate calculations
Involving multiplicatlon by ;;ero in order to reduce computation time. This
I additional coding reduced the computing effort by about 35%. Good comparison.between the numerical and analytlcal results gave confidence in the method.
i To apply the method to the nonlinear version, Eqn. (2), a modification was
[_ required because of the nonlinear coefficient of the time derivative. A
predlctor-correc_or technique was used. Initially the partial derivatives
were replaced by finite differences as in the linear version. The composition-
If dependent coefficient of the time derivative was treated by a method developed
by Douglas, Ref. 29. As shown in Fig. 92, Yi,n+l/2 is approximated by its
value at the previous time step, y_ _ and a correction factor (T/2)
{i ( y/ T)i'n where T is time. 331is"derlvative was approximated by itsvalue from the partial differential equation in which the derivatives and
compositions were evaluated at the previous time step. This approx|_natlon
Ii for the nonlinear term was substituted into the differential equation, ,.Eqn. 2, and the resulting system of algebralc equations was solved by the
Thomas algoritlnn. A new estimate for the nonlinear term was then T_de by
[i averaging the co=positlons
L.
This result was substituted into the partial differentlal equations, and the
procedure was continued untll convergence was obtained. The technique p.-o-vlded • workable means for numerically solving Eqn. 2 and evaluating it as a
chromatograph model.
I The effect of in this slnulatlon model havechanging @dsorptlon parametersbeen =ho_n in Fig. 93 for three cases, each havlng the same peak tlme. The
chromatogram _or the slmple, llnear adsorption model (K - O) was sharp and
t exhibited little spreading. As K increased, the leading edge remained
i sharp while the trailing edge tailed. This type of spreadlns was typical
of data not represented well by simple linear model. It was noted that the
I Lanpnulr constant K affected the peak time, so the thermodynanlc parameteruR0 was reduced as K was increased to alntaln a constant peak time.
!
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The chr_atograms Fig. were prepared n-heptane
of 93 to simulate data for
on Chr_osorb C-I02 obtained earlier, _f. 34. To fit these data, a
secant procedure adjusted the values of K to provide the _se_ed peak
t_e for an ass_ed m_. If predicted and _se_ed gas c_positi_s atthe peak time differed, a new value of m_ was selected, and the pro-
cedure was repeated. Table 8 has stmmmrized results for several s_ula-
H tions of the n-heptane data. Good representation of the data was _tainedfor valuesof 0.0426 and 8.6 for m_ and K respectively. Since the
nonlinear model also reduced to the linear m_el for dilute solutions, it
was concluded that it offered praise as a general s_ulation tool for the
chemical systems encountered in this stu_.
The Crank-Nicolsen procedure, while providing good n_erical soluti_s
to the nonlinear m_el, was c_putationally inefficient. Depending uponthe chr_atographic system studies, between 25 and 60 minutes of IBM 360/67
c_puter t_e were required to fit a set of experimental data. Such c_-
putatlonal efforts were excessive for practical application of the model,so future work will conce_ the develo_ent of a more efficient n_erica
procedure.
U
U
|
!
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H COMPARISON OF TIIE SIMULATION PEAK IIEIGHTS FOR
VARIOUS MRO'S WITI! Till"ACTUAL"' PEAK IIEIG'IT
U (N-IIEPTANE ON CIIROMOSORB-102 AT 200°C)
u j
Thermodynamic Langmuir Peak lleight
i
Parameter, mRo Constant, K (mole fraction)
0.0382 12.2 0.0308
0.0426 8.6 0.0333
0.0482 4.8 0.0430
U
ACTUAL DATA -- 0.0353
U
U
I .,_,
• ,/
I
I
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THE EDUCATIONAL IMPACT OF NASA G_NT NGL 33-018-091
AT _NSSELAER PO_TECt_IC _STITUTE
H I. INTRODUCTI_
IT The project supported by NASA Grant NGL 33-018-091 was initiated inthe Fall of 1967 and has c_tinued to the present time. _rlng this pcriod
of time the project goals have been modified to reflect technical progress
at Rensselaer and elsewhere and in reaction to long-range NASA planetary
H goals. During past years, project goals been c_solidatedthe four the have
and focussed on problems related to the "housing, protecting, se_icing and
transporting" of scicutific instrumentation by an unmanned roving vehicle
l for the exploratlou of the planet Mars.
As of this time, an imaginative vehlcle c_cept has becu conceived,
i desired, constructed and tested. In depth studies of terrain sensing con-c pts and devices, of obstacle (hazard) detec ion systems and of path
selection systems s_ulation, development and appraisal, have been conducted
and are continuing. All of these tasks focus on technical questions which
l__ NASA has judged to represent prime challenges to successful execution of sa
unmanned _ploration of the planet Mars. These tasks and the additional
program in optimal design of a gas chromatograph separation system were
i_ Judged to be gen_ane not only to NASA but also to the team of faculty membersinvolved.
if In appraising the value of this effort at Rensselaer over t_e past
.j eight years two of NASA's original goals in establishing the program should
be considered. _e of these goals was to _taln technical support in develop-
li ing a vehicle and related systems which would sere as a roving laborato_ forunmanned exploration of Mars. The question of value with respect to this goal
can be Judged by Indivlduals with technical competence and responsibillties.
An indication of the pr_uct_ity of the effort may be gained from the listing
[i of reports and papers and presentations contained In Appendlces A and B.
This sur_na_ report addresses the second of NASA's goals, namely, to
I! provide meaningful educational experiences in design for engines, lug students :• at all educ tio al levels. It is our conclusio that the prngram, which has I
involved some 188 student partlclp_nts at all academic levels, has been an
outstanding success in this regard. The basis for reaching this conclusion !
end a description of how the objectives of engineering design education are i
achieved are described below.
II. THE EDUCATI_;AL PROCESS
! In establishing the specific technical tasks, three criteria wereemployed:
U 1. The tasks must be relevant and critical to
_j projected NASA missions,
2. The tasks must offer significant opportunity
for the professional growth of the faculty in-volved and must be in areas where the faculty
have special expertise,
3. The tasks must involve problems providing
meaningful design experiences for participates
i students.
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i These criteria have guided the faculty team in proposing technicalactivities. During the past eight years some ten malor tasks, Table I,
have been explored and a very much larger number of sub-tasks have been
li pursued. Some 188 different students have participated in these variousactivities for periods of time ranging from one semrster to thr e o more
years. In appraising the value of the educational experience, the organi-
._ zatlon of the project, the student responsibilities, the reporting system,
lj program as as the design process are worththe role of the monitors well
reviewing.
!
_.. II.A. Project Cr_ani.zation
i The typical overall project organization is illustrated in Figure I
i which applied to the 1973-1974 academic year. The five major tasks are
coordinated by a project director who does not have direct responsibilityi
s for the work of individual students. However, the project director working
with the faculty responsible for each major task area, and at appropriate
times with student participants, defines the major scopes, goals, targets
and inter-relationships. The faculty responsible for the major tasks work
I with the student to define more detailed scopes, goals and targets consistent
[ with the overall plan. Figure 2, which is typical, illustrates the organiza-
tion of the vehicle tasks. Sub-tasks are themselves sub-dlvlded and organized
: according to the needs of the sub-task.: l
One of the project director's major responsibilities is to identify
: "interface" activities between major tasks and to develop those inter-relation-
I ships between sub-task groups required to insure compatabillty of the technical
effort. As noted in a later section, this aspect contributes in a very real
way to the student's education in that the engineer is generally not free to
_ optimize his solution to a particular problem without considering the impact
t of his proposal on other components of the system.
I This organization also emphasizes the need for the two-way flow of !information to assure that tasks are proceeding on schedule towards a con- i
solidated goal.
i
-. '[I.B. Student Responsibilities
i _ The student's responsibilities include: definition of his problem
L within the framework of the major goals which have been specified, speclfica-
tion of constraints and performance requirements, development of a schedule
for achieving the defined goals, performance of the indicated task within the
spe:Ified preparation appropriate reports. _ese responsibilities
time and of
represent a radical change In the student's academic experience. For the
first time in his career, lle is posed with defining his problem on the basis t
of reality and looking for imaginative and optimal solutions which aregenerally severely constrained. While it is trte that he has the benefit of
faculty review _nd guidance, he has to carry the main burden. Preparation of
and adherence to a reasonable time schedule for a task which may last a fullcademic y ar or more is also a new and valuable experience as are the identi-
fication of key barriers to an acceptable solution and the perception of problem-
I solving as a planned and logical sequence. Not the least of his new experienceis the need to convey through oral and written reports the consequences and
worthiness of his investigations.
I
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] The student finds that his academic background rarely provides all :the knowledge and tools hat e will need to solve his problem. He must
I gain addltional knowledge from textbooks, handbooks, vendor's materials, and :
technical Journals. He may have to conduct speclal research to gain the
information, liewill have to build or find alternatives
necessary to
demonstrate the validity of his recommc_dations. This is sharp contrast
I to his regular course work where his assignments are inevitably tailored
to the subject matter.b,
i The student also finds that frequently the problem requirements ex-
tend beyond his nominal disciplinary interest. For example, many of theJ
mechanical engineering students working on the vehicle frequently fi,ad that
electrical and electronic considerations are of equal importance to the
' i mechanlcal considerations in resolving tileproblem at hand.
II.C. Tile Repor,tlng Responslbilities
li The reporting responsibilitics of the students are illu=trated in
Figure 3 which is a typical program schedule. The project work refers to
the schedule developed by the student, his faculty advisor and the project
li director as discussed under Section ll.B. The student is responsible for
'lJ preparing brief written summary reports for the technical monitor prior to
Ifi each of five or six progress review meetings. The student must also make
an oral presentation using such audlo-vlsual materials and demonstrations
as appropriate at these review meetings. He is required to prepare material
for the mld-yeaz and end-of-year progr ss reports summarizing project pro-
[_ gress for the interval. Final ly, he is responsible for either as anInd_vldual or as a member of a team for writi g detailed technical reports
dcscx.! '-¢ the i_ve_:tlgatic_isat key milestones. These technical reports
receive wide distribution within NASA and other governmental agencies and
ii interested industrial groups.
The educational benefit derived by these reporting experiences also
li contrasts sharply ,.Ith normal academlc programmlng. The student realizesf r the first time that his documentation has the serious obj c ive of con-
veylng meaningful information to readers who are not necessarily familiar
i with the specific problem and who can bc expected to be professionallycritical. The faculty and the project director make it abundantly clear that
the reporting is more than a nominal chore, and that quality reporting is vital
not only for this project's purposes but also as a routine requirement of
I_ quality professional practice as an engl.eer.
ll.D. The Role of thc Program Monitors and Formal Presentations
During the past eight years, the students have benefited greatly from
the involvement of program monitors representing the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
These monitors and other visitors selected on the basis of their particular
L_ expertise are present for the periodic progress review meetings at which the
students make oral presentations of their work. The monitor has a multiple
responsibility. He is a critic in the sense that he appraises the technicalquallty of the work. lie also serves as a colleague in sugg ting al rnative
approaches, methods, materials, etc. He provides valuable guidance in helping
i direct the work to useful purposes and is an /mportamt source of information. -iI
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I 4 iFrom !h_ student's view, the monitor is a client. The student'sgoal is t_ transmit clearly and concisely the state of his work to the
moultor an_ to be able to respond effectively to questions, criticisms
l] andsu_ge_tions.
1_e impact of the technical monitors, the selected guests, and the
ii ndustri_l aT;dgovernmental visitors at the annual review is profound.The udent realiz s that he facing a "hostile" aud nce and is o
longer in the sheltered academic womb. The audience is not personally
j '_ostile" but it is an audience of practicing professionals whose personalcareers and challenges demand a certain level and quahty of performance.
The student realizes at an early point that his work is going to be Judged
on this more serious level. This realization has a substantlal effect on
i' how the student approaches his particular task and the with whichintensity
-_ he applles himself as major milestones loom in the schedule.
[ Design Process
II.E. The
Although there are many ways to describe the design process, the
elements of the process inevitably Include four major steps:
. 1. Problem definition, constraint identification
, and information gathering.
2. Development of alternatlve concepts.
3. Analysls of alternatlves.
[ 4. Decision making and implementation.
I [i The process is inherently iteratlve slnce new Informatlon and know-
ledge may require a restatement of the problem, may offer new altcrnatlves
! or may d,)mand additlonal analysis. The objective is, of course, to try tominimize this ct vity but bove all to mov towards the strongest solution
within the time constraints.
_ _ The experience Implants firmly type of a design pro-student*s t|1_s
cedure into his personallty. Ile finds that these practical problems do not k
yleld well to a haphazard attac_lhe _Inds by experience and example that B
they can be approached systematlcally and creatively. His faculty advisor'squestions, the project dlrector's inquiries and the monltor's comments re-
inforce dramatically the concepts of: Is this really the problem? Will
your co_=cept be compatlblc with the remaining system? Wlll it matt theestablished goal? Are there not bette ways? etc. It is observed that the
student's attitude and operatlonal method hays been strongly influenced by
l participation in this project.
IIl. STUDENT INVOLVEMENTAND PRODUCTIVITY
I It was notad earlier that the partlclpaclnz faculty have concluded that
the NASA's educational ob_ectlves in supporting theso activities have been
I achieved to an exceptional degree. It is fair to inquire as to th@ basis ofth_s conclusion since it is in the self-servlng interest of the faculty In-
volved co reach this favorable conclusion.
!
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I] One me•sure of the quallty of the educ•tlonal experience in design
lies in the solutions to the problems as proposed in the technical reports
Ii and/or represented by the hardware and software produced. On •n overallbasts, the facult'y appraisal is very favorable. Although a minority of
the students do not achieve the desired educational goals, the majority do
demonstrate • substantial growth and maturation and some develop to an ex-
li ception•l degree as evidenced by the technlcal reports llsted in Appendix A.The faculty view appears to be supported by the favorable appraisals of the
monitors and guests not only of the quallty of the technlc•l work but also
Ii of the presentations.|
An alternative measure of the quality of the technical work is pro-
i vided by the papers which have been published and the presentations which
I have been made at professional meetings. The diversity and extent of
this activity is exhibited in Appendix B listing some 40 papers and pre-
sentations, the large majority of which are critically reviewed. This
! would suggest that the quallty of the work is regarded as being professionally
i acceptable. It is worth noting that most of the papers •re co-authored by
faculty and students providing an additional enrichment of the students
academic experience.
The quallty of the student's work is also reflected by the fact that
i Rensselaer students recelvcd Second Prizes in the Graduate Vlvlslcl of
contests sponsored by the Lincoln Arc Weldlng Foundation in both 1970 and
'_ 1971.
i { Perhaps the most compelling argument of all is the enthusiasm of
t students p•rtlcipatlng in the project over the years a evidenced by the
I number involved. Table II llst_ the number of par_Iclpatlng students by
i their educatlonal level for each of the eight years of the project. Thesedata are 1_o shown graphlcslly in Figure 4. Some 188 students have had a
I significant Involvement in the project includlng 8 doctoral degree, 110
master degree and 70 baccalaureate recipients. The involvement ranged from
a minimum of one semester (relatlvely rare) to three years for most doctoral
candidates. The average involvement of master's and bachelor's candldates is
ebout one full academic year.
The strong student response, which has been gro_Ins as shown in Figure
4, is due primarily to the student's perception of project participation as
a valuable _s well as interesting edocatlonal experience. The very largemajority of the students participate vithout receiving any financ_al support i
from project funds since the project can only provide such assistance for !
5.5 to 6.0 full-tlme equlv•lent research assistants/yr or • maximum of 48such Qssistantshlps over the years. Since the doctoral ca_dldates probably
represent some 20 F.T.E. asslstantshlps during their residence, it is _lear
that the attr_ctlveness of the project is due more to the a_udent's perception
U of the vorthlness of the experience tr•Inlng prospects
and and less to the of
financial support.
IV. D=SCUSSION
I In appraising the value of the project several questions deserve con-sideration:
1. Has the ettltude and ability of the participating
I and resolve e_gineertng design
students to address
problems been developed to the desired level?
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l I '\2. Would these students have achieved these qualitiesin the absence of the project? \
1i 3. What have been the professlonalcareers of thesestudent; following g ad,mtlon?
li 4. Nh_t are the technologlcal Impllcatlons of thistype of a NASA program?
Faculty related to the project and other fac,'Ity aware of the activity
i l are convinced that the attitudes and abilities of the students towardsengineering design have been strengthened substantially and that the majority
of students take with them on graduation a unique p_'rspectlve towards pro-
i fesslonal practice. This conviction, which is based on our Intlxaate inter-actions with the student , is supported by the contents f the technical
reports, publicatlo_:s and presentations listed in Appendices A and B. It is
I also supported by the reactions o£ our program monitors, guests and visitors
L and by the awards our students have r_ceived.
This experience in design provided to Rensselaer students is particularly
i germane since design education _t engineering schools across the nation con-ti. ues to represent a low priority to the academic faculties on average.
Despite tile pressures of the _ccreditatlon societies to restore vigorous,
!
, imaginative and In-depth education in design to its rightfulplace over the
I past fifteen years, strong programs in design remain relatively few in number
and most design education is severely lacking in reality and relevance. This
l is not to infer that e_glneerlng students are not exposed to a reasonable
_. number of courses that relate to design but rather that the emphasis is on
standard approaches to well-defined areas within the disciplines involved.
The students rarely have an opport_nlty to address open-ended problems wlth
I relevance and real need. It is our conviction that the large _Jorlty of
• the 188 students Involved in this project would not have achieved th_se
educational benefits in the absence of the NASA project.
The dilemma of providing meanlngful experiences in design has been pro-
claimed in numerous publications over the past decade. The dile_,_ appears
l to be the result of two factors: (a)the real or i_glned reward systems in
[;. engineering schools which emphasize scholarship in fundamental research areas
and (b) the lack of real problems which are in fact relevant to some element
. of our society. _hese two factors are not unrelated. The first factor can illbe made less significant or be eliminated depending on the extent that In-dustry and governmental agencies see fit to recognize and support relevant
problem areas. Truly _ignlfleant problems inevitably require faculty involve-
m_nt of quality and this involvement will lead to new concepts and methods iworthy of academic recognitlo .
It is in this respect that NASA's generous support over the years l_as .hads profound Impact on education at Rensselaer. Faculty participants do trot
have to be coerced to become involved. Their labors are .-evarded not m,ly by
the aatisfactlon of helping these young people mature but also more tangibly
the shown colleagues and The has not onlyby respect by supervisors. projectproduced good problem solutions for NASA but has also led to papers and pre-
aentationa enhancing the faculty member's image at Rensaelaer and elseuhere.
I The enthusiastic participation of faculty carries over to the students who "\
!
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i_ become attracted to the project. In turn, this reaction has led to widespreadi r gnition of the project by the student body on the campu . During the past
four years, th. '_rs Project" has been one of the _igh1£ght presentations to
;- prospective students, at Parent's Weekends and at alumni affairs. The publl-
: city the project received on campus has been instrumental Ir encouraging6.
improvements in a number of design courses. Many students other than those
participating on the project have gained in a more direct way because the
I! participating faculty carry over these design concepts and experiences in
course_ which they are teaching. Thus there has been a direct impact on tl:e
teaching of design.
, While these peripheral benefits are welcome, the long-llved impact has
been on the students and faculty who have participated in project activities.
Their attitudes, procedures and ablH_les have been molded in an Irreverslble
manner. The key to these educational benefits has been NASA's wilHngness
to provide: (1) problems of substance whose solutions are truly needed, and
_[ (.) the financial support to make the problem solving process posslble. _ASA*s
I commit_ent to the project has had an unquestioned effect on faculty andstude_ interests. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory's cor_itmcnt in vrovidi_g
program monitors has had a similar effect. Without the_e cor_nitments it is
not believed that the In-depth involvement o£ Rensselaer faculty and students
could have been _Intained. Indeed, with RASA's moral and financial support,
the project activity has intensified in time with the result that this year
37 students are participating in the program.
One of NASA's and other governmental agencles' _aJor concerns with
supporting educatlona] activities at universities is that students may be
encouraged to follow programs of study leading to speclallz_tlons incompatible
with national needs or interests. In some cases, these agencies have found
it v-'essary to maintain research programs of basic long-term value but
relatively low priority to provide reasonable employment for the resulting
graduates. This has certainly not been the case of this project at Rens-
selaer. Sun_arized in Table III are the employment data of degree recipients
over the _hree-year period, Ju12 I, 1971 through June 30, 1974. Of the 41
graduates for whom we have data, all but three selected positions in the
civilian economy. 0nly a small number of graduetes were involved with aero-
space concerns reflecting the reduction of emphasis on the sF'¢e program in
recent years. While we cannot document their activities with precislon,
the contacts we have had with a considerable number of these graduatts indicate
_hat the _Jortty are using and benefiting from the skills they gained from
the project. Sampllugs of the postgraduatlon activities o£ graduates of
earlier years follow shailar patterns. Thus, this project aimed at producing
technology for NASA hat "ad the by-product effect on contributing to the
[] civtltaneconomy.
Although the question of technological implications of this type of
NASA program is not directly germane to the educational questtcm, it isworthy of consideration. The vast majority of research vroJects at univer-
sities attract only those students for whom the projects provide stipends
E and tuition. As noted earlier, two-thirds and mor_ of the effort has been
: |_ provided by students who do not receive any direct financial support from
the prelect, rnelr involvement is due to their interest in the i.dividual i
problms and the project as 8 whole and to what, we believe, is their per- i
I ceptlmt of the educational valu_ of participatitm. Thus a project of this 1
t i
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[ _ type has the effect of '_ultiplying" NASA funds. A relatively modest level
of support produces student and faculty eff6rts far greater than what can
be expected on a direct quid pr? quo bas_s, The tecbnica] productivity _n
ii terms of hardware and software far exceeds that which could reasonably be
. expected from a normal "business" relationship. _lus, over the years NASA
has gained a substantial "leverage" on its funding in terms of the producti-
The creativity inherent in young people and in faculty represents
ii another aspect of the technological considerations. While it would beadmitted that established aerospace vendors are without question far more
qualified to design and produce tlle space-qualified hardware and software
required for the missions, we would challenge with considerable vigor that
lj such veudors can develop concepts more creatively. Indeed, we have someconviction that most industrial organizations cannot compete in this regard.
As an example, the roving vehicle concept which has been developed over the
il past four years at Rensselaer is considered by many outsiders as a signlfi-c _ candidate for a planeta y rover. It has some extraordinary features
which are not possessed by any of the concepts proposed by industrial con-
tribuLors. Neither the students nor the faculty are constrained by precon-ceptions as to what may be possible. The net effect is that the devices and
systems which are proposed incorporate many novel features.
7"
i! In summary, the project has provided an exceptional experience andopportunity for students and faculty. Both groups have been enriched signi-
ficantly by the activity. A significant number of unusually qualified
i graduates have entered professional practice in the civilian sector andsubst ntial t ch ical contributions have be n made to NASA and the public.
li V. CONCLUSIONS
I. The objective of developing the ability of engineering
L students to resolve design problems of substance has beenachieved without qualification. The students who have
participated on the project have gained an experience
which is rare at universities.
2. In the absence of the NASA support, these students
would not have developed their ability in design to the
levels which were achieved.
3. The eight faculty members who have been involved directly
have gained valuable educational experiences which havecarried over in their teaching and have impacted on the
education of many more students.
4. The project zctlvlty attracted some 188 student partl-
clpants including 8 docteral, II0 masters and 70 bachelor
f degree recipients over the past 8 years. Less than one-| third of the participating students received stipend
and/or tuition support from the project.
I 5. _he project's success in attracting such large number
of students is due primarily to:
,!
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(a) NASA's commitment in providing "real" problem
opportunities and the support for seeking i
further solutions, and
(b) JPL's commitment in providing interested and
effective program monitors.
ii 6. The very large majority of graduates entered the civilian
economy and are contributing to the national interest in
.. widely diverse fields.
_i 7. The technological productivity of the project far ex- :
ceeded expectations for the funding levels involved.
_ This is due to the large number of students participating
_i without compensati_. Thus, a ve_ substantial "leverage"
of NASA funds was obtained.
[ 8. The technical contributions to the NASA programs and to
• the nation at large were substantial and are reflected
i" in hardware and roftware which was produced. These re-
|_ suits have been disseminated to the public through almost
L
50 technical reports and s_e 40 papers and presentations
at professional society meetings.
i 9. _e inherent creativity of young people is amply demon-
strated by the hardware and software which was developed
_ T_ in response to the problems which were addressed.
L
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I _" SilVeRY OF _JOZ TASKS
On-Line Updating of Hartian Atmosphere Parameters during Entry
li Adaptive Trajectory Control
Feasibility of Autogyro Landing System
ii Global Navigation of a Mars Roving Vehicle
L Optimization of an LMmanncd Mars Surface Exploration Mission
Design, Construction and Evaluation of a liars Roving Vehicle
i Obstacle Detection and Terrain Nodeling for an Autonomous Rover
Hazard Detection Systems
Path Selection Systems Simulation, Development and Evaluation
.i Chemical Analysis Systems Design
n
!
!
!
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I T^B,,,,EMPLOYMENT OF PARTICIPANTS FOLLOWING GRADUATION, 1972-1974 (I)
General Electrlc 5
[l Raytheon 4Eastman Kodak 3
Rohm and Haas 2
; Armed Forces 1I
|_ U,S. Air Force Academy 1
Construction Ind. 1
Belfates & Pavarlnl, Arch• 1
I! Turnkey Systems, Inc. I
[ , Proctor and Gamble 1
Burroughs I
! Rochester Telephone 1_ Sanders Associates I
Union Carbide 1
General Motors 1
Pratt and Whitney
1
' Sikorsky 1
Babcock b Wilcox 1
' Bell Laboratory 1Naval Architecture Lab 1
Stone and Webster 1
• Hewlitt Packard 1
Coming Glass I
U. S. Government Lab 1
Western Electric I
Returned to India I_L41
L
[J
1i
I
#
I (1) The total number of degrees earned by participants during the--" scadt_tc years, July 1, 1971 through June 30, 1974 is estimated
at 57. Since alunml employment records are seldom complete, our
knouledBe of employment following graduaciun is liaitsd to 41 of
I these students.
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Sllva, Thomas F., "Chromatog" :vbir c:-_'em: A:.d:':S'S: First-Order Model Evaluation,"
RPI Technical Report MP-I, Rensselaer Polytecnnic Institute, Troy, N.Y.,
li September 1968.
Jauosko, R.E., "On-Line Parameter Updating of the Martian Atmosphere with Minimum
Storage," RPI Technical Report MP-2, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy,
Frederick, D.K., et al., "Analysis and Design of a Capsule Landing System and
il Surface Vehicle Control System for Mars Exploration," RPI Progress ReportMP-3, Rensselaer _olytechnlc Institute, Troy, N.Y., February 1969.
I Frederick, D.K., et al., "Analysis and Design of a Capsule Landing System and Sur-face Vehicle Control System for Mars F_pl ratlon," RPI Progress R port MP-4,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y., July 1969.
i Entry by Discrete Changes of Drag Sur-
Hedge, L.F., "Trajectory Control for Mars
• face and Flight Path," RPI Technical Report MP-5, Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, Troy, N.Y., August 1969.
i_! LaBarbera, G., "Short Range Obstacle Detection Systems," RPI Progress Report MP-6,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y., September 1969.
i Rayfleld, W.P., '_he Design Study of a Lightweight Rotor Hub for a Mats-Landing
Autogyro," RPI Technical Report MP-7, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy,
i N.Y., September 1969.
Voytus, W.A., "Chromatographic Systems Analysis: Moment Analysis of the Equili-
bri_ Adsorption Hodel," RPI Progress Report HP-9, Rensselaer Polytechnic
l! Institute, Troy, N.Y., August 1969.
Krum, R.C., "Chromatographic Systems Analysis: Sample Injection Proolem," RPI
L Progress Report _LP-IO, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y., August
1969. i
L Manclni, R.J., "Terrain Hodellng for Surface Vehicle Guidance," RPI Technical Re-port MP-II, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y., August 1969.
Frederick, D.K., et al., "Analysis and Design of a Capsule Landing System and
Surface Vehicle Control System for Mars RPI TechnicalExploration," ReportMP-12, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y., March 1970.
Wilson, J.V., "Instrumentatiot_ Study of Primary Navigation System for a Mars RovingVehicle," RPI Technical Report MP-13, Ren.selaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy,
N.Y., May 1970.
Pavarinl, C., and Chrysler, Jr., J.H., "rerraln Modeling and Path Selection by an
Autonomouq ,Martian Exploratory Vehicle," RPI Technical Report MP-14, Rens-
selaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y., June 1970.
Yrederick, O.K., et at., "Analysis and Design ot a Capsule Landing System and
Surface Vehicle Control System for Mars Exploration," RPI Technical Report
I HP-I$, Rensselaer l_olytechn_c Institute, N.Y., July 1970.TLo_,
I
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Rayfleld, W.P., "Hers Roving Vehicle ConflguraL,on," RPI Technical Report HP-16,
I[ Rensselaer Polytechnlc Institute, Troy, N.Y., August 1970. !
Goldberg, A.L., and Frankel, P.J., "A Body-Bound Navigation System," I_PITechnical ]
Report MP-17, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y., June 1970. I
i Frederick, D.K., et al., "Analysis and Design of a Capsule Landing Systcm and
Surface Vehicle Control System for ._arsExploration," RPI Technical Report
li RP-18, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y., January 1971.
Beer, S.R., and Benoit, G.L., "Chromatographic Test Facility," RPI Technical Report
i HP-19, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y., Harch 1971.
ILteback,D.J., "Preliminary Design of an Automatic Device for the Location of the
Pole Star and/or True i'oleof Idars,*'RPI Technical Report MP-20, Rensselaer
i Polytechnic Ynstitutc, Troy, N.Y., Hay 1971.t.
Simon, R.L., "Design of a Toroidal Nheel for a Martian Roving Vehicle, RPI Techni-
cal Report HP-21, Rensse]aer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, _.Y., May 1971.
Benott, G.L., "Reduction of Chromatographic Data and Evaluation of a GC Model," RPI
I Technical Report HP-22, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y., June 1971.
t
; Frederick, D.K., et el., "Analysis and Design of a Capsule Landing System _nd Sur-
face Vehicle Control System for Mars Exploration,'*RPI Technical Report RP-23,
I Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y., July
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